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This Manual was developed to provide users of the revised NIOSH

lifting equation (1991 version) with methods for accurately
applying the lifting equation to a variety of lifting tasks. All
necessary terms, definitions, and data requirements for the revised
equation are provided in Section 1. Procedures for analyzing
single-task and IIRJ!ti-task lifting job; are described in Section 2.
A series of ten lifting tasks is included in Section 3 to illwtrate
application of the procedure. For each task, a brief job descri~Don
is provided, follo\\W by a job analysis, and a bazanl assessment,
including a completed ~ Suggestions for redesign of the
task are also provided.
The rationale and supporting criteria for the development of the

revised NIOSH lifting equation are described in a journal article,
Revised NIOSH Equaion for the Design ad Evduaion of Mmud
Lifting Tasks, by T. Waters, V. Putz-Anderson, A Garg, and L
Fine, Ergonomics 1993. [See Appendix 1]. The revised equation
reflects research finding; published subsequent to the publication
of the original NIOSH equation (1981) and includes consideration
of additional components of lifting tasks such as asynnnetrical
lifting and quality of hand-container couplings as well as a larger
range of work durations and lifting frequencies than did the 1981
equation. It must be noted that application of this equation is
limited to those conditions for -Mrich it was designed. It does not,
for example, address such task factors as one-handed lifting, lifting
extremely hot or cold objects, or factors that may increase the risk
of a slip or fall and other non-lifting comporents of job tasks. A
complete list of work conditions -Mrich are not covered by the
1991 equation is presented in Section 1.2 on page 9 of this
Manual. Finally, it should be recognized that all methods require
validation. Appropriate studies for the validation of this equation
must be conducted to determine how effective these procedures are
in reducing the morbidity associated with manual materials
handling.
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The equation W<IS designed to assist in the identification of
ergonomic solutions for reducing the physical stresses associated
with manual lifting. It is our hope that this Manual ( 1) will assist
occupational safety and health practioners in evaluating lifting
tasks and reducing the incidence of low back injuries in workers,
and (2) also serve to stimulate further research and debate on the
prevention of low back pUn, one of the most costly occupational
health problems facing our nation.

Janet C. Haartz, Ph.D.
Director, Division of
Biomedical and Behavioral Science
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Low back pain (LBP) and injmies attributed to manual lifting
activities continue as one of the leading occupational health and
safety issues facing preventive medicine. Despite efforts at
control, including progrnm'l directed at both workers and jobs,
work-related back injmies still account for a significant proportion
of hmnan suffering and economic cost to this nation. The scope of
the problem was sunnnarized in a report entitled Ba::k l'!iwies,
prepared by the Department of Labor's Bmeau of Labor Statistics
[DOL(BLS)], Bulletin 2144, published in 1982.
The DOL's conclusions are consistent with current workers'
compensation data indicating that "injmies to the back are one of
the more common and costly types of work-related injmies"
(National Safety Council, 1990). According to the DOL report,
back injmies accounted for nearly 200/o of all injmies and illnesses
in the workplace, and nearly 25% of the annual workers'
compensation payments. A IOOre recent report by the National
Safety Council (1990) indicated that overexertion was the JOOSt
comiOOn cause of occupational injury, accowrting for 31% of all
injmies. The back, IOOreOver, was the body part JOOSt frequently
injured (22% of 1.7 million injmies) and the JOOSt costly to
workers' compensation systems.
Mxe than ten years ago, the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NlOSH) recognized the growing problem of
work-related back injmies and published the Work Pra::tices Guide
for Marud Lifting (NlOSH WPG, 1981). The NlOSH WPG
(1981) contained a summary of the lifting-related literature before
1981; analytical procedures and a lifting eqwtion for calculating a
recommended 'M':ight for specified mo-handed, symmetrical lifting
tasks; and an approach for controlling the hazards of low back
rryury from manual lifting. The approach to hazard control was
coupled to the Action Limit (AL), a resultant term that denoted the
recommended 'M':ight derived from the lifting eqwtion
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In 1985, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) convened an ad hoc committee of experts \We reviewed
the current literature on lifting, including the NIOSH WPG
(1981). 1 The literature review was swnmarized in a document
entitled Scientific Support Documentaionfor the Revised 1991
N10SH Lifting Equaion: Technicd Contra:t Reports, Mo/ 8,
1991, which is available from the National Technical Information
Service [NTIS No. PB-91-226-274]. The literature summary
contains updated information on the physiological, biomechanical,
psychophysical, and epidemiological aspects of manual lifting.
Based on the results of the literature review, the ad hoc committee
recommended criteria for defining the lifting capacity of healthy
\\Qdrers. The committee used the criteria to formulate the revised
lifting equation The equation was publicly presented in 1991 by
NIOSH staff at a national conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan
entitled A Naiond Straegy for Occupaiond Musculoskeletd
Irgury Prevention- Implementction Issues end Resear:h Needs. 2
Subsequently, NIOSH staff developed the documentation for the
equation and played a prominent role in recommending methods
for interpreting the results of the lifting equation

The revised lifting equaion reflects new findings end provides
method<; for evdu£ting arymmetricd lifting ta>ks, end lifts of
objects with less thaz optimd couplings between the object end the
worker's htnds. The revised lifting equaion dso provides
guidelines for a more diverse rmge of lifting ta>ks thaz the eaiier
equaion (N10SH Wffi, 1981).
The rationale and criterion for the development of the revised

1
The ad hoc 1991 NIOSH Ufting Comnittce meuiler.; included: MM Ayoub,
Donald B. Olaffin, C<Jiin G. Dru!y, Anm Garg. and Stmmne Rodgers.
NIOSH •qxesallalives included Vern Pulz-Andersoo and Thomas R Water.;.

2 For this document, the revised 1991 NIOSH lifting equation will be identified siiqlly
as "the revised lifting equatiOIL• The ahbrevialioo WPG (1981) will oontinue to be used as
the reference to the earlier NIOSH lifting equation, which was documented in a publicatioo
entitled Wor* Pra:tices Guide for Marud Lifting (1981).
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NIOSH lifting equation are provided in a separate jotnlllll article
entitled: Revised NIOSH Equaion for the Design md Evduaion
of Marud Lifting Tmks, by Waters, Putz-Anderson, Garg, and
Fine, 1993. [Appendix 1]. We suggest that those practitioners
who wish to achieve a better understanding of the data and
decisions that were made in formulating the revised equation
consult the article by Waters et d., 1993. This article provides an
explanation of the selection of the biomechanical, physiological,
and psychophysical criterion, as well as a description of the
derivation of the individual components of the revised lifting
equation. For those individuals, however, who are primarily
concerned with the use and application of the revised lifting
equation, the present document: provides a more complete
description of the method and limitations for using the revised
equation than does the article by Waters et d. 1993. This
document also provides a complete set of examples.
Although the revised lifting equation has not been fully validated,
the recommended weight limits derived from the revised equation
are consistent with, or lower than, those generally reported in the
literature (Waters et d., 1993, Tables 2, 4, and 5). Moreover, the
proper application of the revised equation is more likely to protect
healthy \IDI'kers for a wider variety of lifting tasks than methods
that rely only a single task factor or single criterion.
Finally, it should be stressed that the NIOSH lifting equation is
only one tool in a comprehensive effort to prevent \\UI"k-related
low back pain and disability. [Other approaches to prevention are
described elsewhere (ASPH'NIOSH, 1986)]. Moreover, lifting is
only one of the causes of \\UI"k-related low back pain and
disability. Other causes \\hich have been hypothesized or
established as risk factors include whole body vibration, static
postures, prolonged sitting, and direct trauma to the back.
Psychosocial factors, appwpiiate medical treatment, and job
demands (past and present) also may be particularly important in
influencing the transition of acute low back pain to chronic
disabling pain.
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1. 1HE REVJSID I.lFIJNG EQUATI<l'J
This section provides the technicd irrformaionfor
Ufing the revised lifting equaion to evduae a vcriety
of two-htnded marud lifting t~ks. Definitions,
restrictions/limitaions, ad dcta requirements for the
revised lifting equaion a-e dso provided
1.1 Definition of Te1m1
1.1.1 Reconunended Weight limit (RWL)
The RWL is the princip!l product of the revised NIOSH lifting
equation. The RWL is defined for a specific set of task conditions
as the \\cight of the load that nearly all healthy \Wrkers could
perform over a substantial period of time (e.g., up to 8 hours)
without an increased risk of developing lifting-related LBP. By
hedthy workers, we mean \Wrkers who are free of adverse health
conditions that \Wuld increase their risk of musculoskeletal injucy.
The RWL is defined by the following equation:

RWL= LCX HMXVMX DMXAMX FMX CM
A detailed description of the individual components of the equation
are provided in Section 1.3 on pages 12-13.
1.1.2. lifting Index (lJ)
The U is a term that provides a relative estimate of the level of
physical stress associated with a particular manual lifting task.
The estimate of the level of physical stress is defined by the
relationship of the weight of the load lifted and the rec:oillliCided
weight limit

4

The U is defined by the following equation:

u

=

Load Weight
__L_
Recommended Weight Umit RWL

1.1.2. Terminology and Da1a Definitiom
The following list of brief definitions is useful in applying the
revised NIOSH lifting equation. For detailed descriptions of these
terrm, refer to the individual sections -Mlere each is discussed
llkthods for measuring these variables and examples are provided
in Sections 1 and 2.
lifting
T~Bk

Inad
Weigbt(L)

Defined as the act of manually grasping an object
of definable size and mass with t\m hands, and
vertically moving the object without mechanical
assistance.
Weight of the object to be lifted, in pounds or
kilograms, including the container.

Horizontal
l..ocation (H)

Distance of the hands away from the mid-point
between the ankles, in inches or centiln.=ters
(measure at the origin and destination of lift). See
Figme 1.

Veltical
l..ocation (V)

Distance of the hands above the floor, in inches
or centimeters (measure at the origin and
destination of lift). See Figme 1.

Veltical
Travel
Distance (D)

Absolute value of the difference between the
vertical heights at the destination and origin of the
lift, in inches or centimeters.

AsymmetJy

Angular measure of how far the object is displaced
from the ftont (mid-sagittal plane) of the \\Ul"ker's
body at the beginning or ending of the lift, in

Angle (A)

5

degrees (measure at the origin and destination of
lift). See Figure 2. The asymmetry angle is
defined by the location of the load relative to the
\\Urker's mid-sagittal plane, as defined by the
neutral body postm"e, rather than the position of the
feet or the extent of body twist.

Neutml
Body
Position

Describes the position of the body vffien the hands
are directly in front of the body and there is
minimal twisting at the le~ torso, or shoulders.

Average number of lifts per minute over a 15
~ncy (F) minute period

lifting
lifting

Duration

Three-tiered classification of lifting duration
specified by the distribution of \\Ul"k-time and
recovery-time (\\Ulk pattern). Duration is
classified as either short (1 hour), moderate (1-2
hours), or long (2-8 hours), depending on the VIQ1"k
prttern.

CoU(fug
Classification of the quality of the hand-~ect
O!Mification coupling (e.g., handle, cut-out, or grip). Coupling
quality is classified as good, fair, or poor.
Significant
Conlm1

Significant control is defined as a condition
requiring precision placeltled of the load at the
destination of the lift. This is usually the case
vffien (1) the \\Uiker has to re-grasp the load near
the destination of the lift, or (2) the \\Uiker has to
momentarily hold the object at the destination, or
(3) the \\Uiker has to carefully position or guide
the load at the destination.
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Figure 1 Graphic Representation of Hand Location
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Figure 2 Graphic Representation of Angle
of Asymmetry (A)
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1.2. lifting Tll'lk limilldiom
The lifting equation is a tool for assessing the physical stress of
nw-handed manual lifting tasks. As with any tool, its application
is limited to those conditions for which it WcJS designed
Specifically, the lifting equation WcJS designed to meet specific
lifting-related criteria that encompass biomechanical, \\Qfk
physiology, and psychophysical assumptions and data, identified
above. To the extent that a given lifting task accmately reflects
these underlying conditions and criteria, this lifting equation may
be appropriately applied.
The following list identifies a set of work conditions in which the
application of the lifting equation could either under- or overestimate the extent of physical stress associated with a particular
work-related activity. Each of the following task limitations also
highlight research topics in need of finther research to extend the
application of the lifting equation to a greater range of real \\Qfld
lifting tasks.
l. The revised NIOSH lifting equation is based on the assumption
that manual handling activities other than lifting are minimal and
do not require significant energy expenditure, especially when
repetitive lifting tasks are performed Examples of non-lifting
tasks include holding, pushing, pulling, carrying, walking, and
climbing. 1f such non-lifting activities account for more than about
10"/o of the total \\Qfker activity, then measures of \\Qfkers'
energy expenditures and/or heart rate may be required to assess the
metabolic demands of the different tasks. The equation will still
apply if there is a small amount of holding and carrying, but
carrying should be limited to one or two steps and holding should
not exceed a few seconds. For more information on assessing
metabolic demand, see Garget d. (1978) or Eastman Kodak
(1986).
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2. The revised lifting equation does not include task factors to
account for unpredicted conditiom, such as unexpectedly heavy
loads, slip;, or falls. Additional biom:chanical analyses may be
required to assess the physical stress on joints that occur ftom
tramnatic incidents. MJreover, if the enviromnent is unfavorable
(e.g., temperatures or hmnidity significantly outside the range of
19" to 26"C [66° to 79"F] or 35% to 50%, respectively),
independent Iretabolic assessrrents \\OO!d be needed to gauge the
effects of these variables on heart rate and energy COilSI.Ullption

3. The revised lifting equation was not designed to assess tasks
involving one-handed lifting, lifting \Wile seated or kneeling, or
lifting in a constrained or restricted \\U£k space? The equation
also does not apply to lifting unstable loads. For purposes of
applying the equation, an unstable load \\OO!d be defined as an
object in \Wrich the location of the center of mass varies
significantly during the lifting activity, such as some containers of
liquid or incompletely filled bags, etc. The equation does not
apply to lifting of wheelbarrows, shoveling, or high-speed lifting.4
For such task conditions, independent and task specific
biom:chanical, Iretabolic, and psychophysical a.c:sessrrents may be
needed For infoonation on other assessrrent methods, refer to
Eastman Kodak (1986), Ayoub and Mital (1989), Olaffin and
Andersson (1991), or Snook and Ciriello (1991).
4. The revised lifting equation assmnes that the worker/floor
surface coupling provides at least a 0.4 (preferably 0.5) coefficient
of static friction between the shoe sole and the working smface.
An adequate \\Urker/floor smface coupling is necessary \\hen
lifting to provide a firm footing and to control accidents and
' The resean:lt Slalf of the Bureau of Mines have published lllllllCfOUS studies oo lifting
1Mille kneeling and in n:slricted worlcspac<s (See Gallagher et d., 1988; Gallagher and
Unger, 1990; and, Gallagha, 1991).

• Although lifting speed is diffirult to judge, a high speed lift woold be equivalent to a
speed of about 30 inches/secood. f<Jr ~ purposes, a lift &om the floor to a 1llblo1Dp that is aJrlllleted in less than about I second woold be oonsidered high speed.
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~uries resulting from foot slippage. A 0.4 to 0.5 coefficient of
static friction is comparable to the friction found between a
smooth, dry floor and the sole of a clean, dry leather WJrk shoe
(nonslip type). Independent biomechanical nxxleling may be used
to account for variations in the coefficient of friction.

5. The revised lifting equation assumes that lifting and lo\Wring
tasks have the same level of risk for low back ~uries (i.e. that
lifting a box from the floor to a table is as ha7Judous as lo\Wring
the same box from a table to the floor). This asswnption may not
be true if the \\Uiker actually drops the box rather than lowering it
all the way to the destination. Independent metabolic,
biomechanical, or psychophysical assessments may be needed to
assess \\Uiker capacity for various lowering conditions. (See
references provided above.)
In swnmary, the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation does not apply
if any of the following occur:

+

Liftingllo\Wring with one hand

+

Liftingllowering for over 8 hours

+

Liftingllowering while seated or kneeling

+

Liftingllo\Wring in a restricted \\UI"k space

+

Liftingllowering unstable objects

+

Liftingllowering while carrying, pushing or pulling

+

Liftingllo\Wring with wheelbarrows or shovels

+

Liftingllowering with high speed motion (faster than about
30 inches/secoOO)

+

Liftingllowering with unreasonable foot/floor coupling
(< 0.4 coefficient of friction between the sole and the floor)
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+

Liftinw'!owering in an unfavorable enviromnent (i.e.,
temperatme significantly outside 66-79" F (19-26° C)
range; relative hmnidity outside 35-50"/o range)

For those lifting tasks in \Wich the application of the revised
lifting equation is not appropriate, a more comprehensive
ergonomic evaluation may be needed to quantify the extent of
other physical stressors, such as prolonged or frequent non-neutral
back postures or seated postures, cyclic loading (\\hole body
vibration), or unfavorable enviromnental factors (e.g., extreme heat,
cold, hmnidity, etc.).
Any of the above factors, alone or in combination with manual
lifting, may exacer00te or initiate the onset of low back pain

1.3. The &ption and l1s Function
The revised lifting equation for calculating the Recommended
Weight Limit (RWL) is based on a multiplicative lllOdel that
provides a weighting for each of six task variables. The
weighting:; are expressed as coefficients that serve to decrease the
load constant, \Wich represents the maximwn l'eCOIIIIrellde load
weight to be lifted lll1der ideal conditions. The RWL is defined
by the following equation:
RWL = LC X HM X VM X OM X AM X FM X CM
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Where:
METRIC

US. CUSTOMARY

Load
Constant

LC

23 kg

51 lb

Horizontal
Multiplier

HM

(25/H)

(l 0/H)

Vertical
Multiplier

VM

l-(.Oo3lv-7sl>

Distance
Multiplier

DM

.82 + (4.5/D)

.82 + (1.8/D)

Asymmetric
Multiplier

AM

l-(.0032A)

l-(.0032A)

Frequency
Multiplier

FM

From Table 5

From Table 5

Coupling
Multiplier

CM

From Table 7

From Table 7

l-(.007slv-3o

I>

The term task variables refers to the measurable task descriptors
(i.e., H, V, D, A, F, and C); \Wereas, the term mUtipliers refers to
the reduction coefficients in the equation (i.e., HM, VM, DM, AM,
FM, andCM).
Each multiplier should be computed from the appropriate fomtula,
but in some cases it will be necessary to use linear interpolation to
determine the value of a multiplier, especially when the value of a
variable is not directly available from a table. For example, when
the measured frequency is not a whole number, the appropriate
multiplier nrust be interpolated between the frequency values in the
table for the mu values that are closest to the actual frequency.

A brief discussion of the task vaiciJles, the restrictions,
auf the associcted multiplier for ea:h component of the
model is presented in the following sections.
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1.3.1. Horizonlal CoJ1110neDt
1.3.1.L Definition and 1\burement
Horizonlall.ocation (H) is measured from the mid-point of the line
joining the inner ankle bones to a point projected on the floor
directly below the mid-point of the hand grasps (i.e., load center),
as defined by the large middle knuckle of the hand (Figure 1).
Typically, the \\Urker's feet are not aligned with the mid-sagittal
plane, as shown in Figure 1, but may be rotated inward or
outward 1f this is the case, then the mid-sagittal plane is defined
by the \\Ul"ker's neutral body posture as defined above.
1f significant control is required at the destination (i.e., precision
placem::nt), then H should be measured at both the origin and
destination of the lift
Horizonlall.ocation (H) should be 11Je21ured In those situations
where the H value can not be measured, then H may be
approximated from the following equations:
Metric
[All distances in an)

llS. Customary
[All distances in inches)

H = 20 + W/2
forV ~25 em

H • 8 +W/2
for V ~ 10 inches

H=25+W/2
forV < 25 em

H- 10 +W/2
for V < 10 inches

Where: W is the width of the container in the sagittal plane and V
is the vertical location of the hands from the floor.

1.3.1.2. Horizonlal Restrictions
lfthe horizontal distance is less than 10 inches (25 em), then His
set to 10 inches (25 em). Although objects can be carried or held
closer than 10 inches from the ankles, most objects that are closer

than this cannot be lifted without encowrtering interference from
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the abdomen or hyperextending the shoulders. While 25 inches
(63 em) was chosen as the maximum value for H, it is probably
too large for shorter \\UI'kers, particularly \\<hen lifting

asynnnetrically. Furthermore, objects at a distance of more than
25 inches from the ankles nonnally cannot be lifted vertically
without some loss of balance.

1.3.1.3. lilrizonlal Multipier
The Horizontal Multiplier (HM) is 10/H, for H measured in inches,
and HM is 25/H, for H measured in centimeters. If His less than
or eqld to 10 inches (25 em), then the nrultiplier is 1.0. HM
decreases with an increase in H value. The multiplier for H is
reduced to 0.4 \\<hen His 25 inches (63 em). If His greater than
25 inches, then HM = 0. The HM value can be computed directly

or detennined from Table 1.
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Table 1
lllrizonlal Mu11ipier
H

H

HM

em

in
~0

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
>25

HM

1.00
.91
.83
.77
.71
.67
.63
.59
.56
.53
.50
.48
.46
.44
.42
.40
.00

!525
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
63
>63
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1.00
.89
.83
.78
.74
.69
.66
.63
.60
.57
.54
.52
.50
.48
.46
.45
.43
.42
.40
.00

1.3~

Vel1ical Coqxment

1.3.2.1. Definition and Mea'lurement
Ve11ical Location (V) is defined as the vertical height of the bands
above the floor. V is measured vertically from the floor to the
mid-point between the hand grasps, as defined by the large middle
knuckle. The coordinate system is illustrated in Figw-e 1 (page 7).
1.3.2.2. Ve11ical Restrictiom
The vertical location (V) is limited by the floor surface and the
upper limit of vertical reach for lifting (i.e.,70 inches or 175 em).
The vertical location should be measured at the origin and the
destination of the lift to detennine the travel distance (D).

1.3.2.3. Vel1ical Multipier
To detennine the Vertical Multiplier (VM), the absolute value or
deviation of V from an optimum height of 30 inches (75 em) is
calculated. A height of 30 inches above floor level is considered
"knuckle height" for a worker of average height
inyhes or 165
em). The Vertical Multiplier (VM) is (~-(.007~ V-30 I)) for V
measured in inches, and VM is (l-(.003IV-75I)), for V measured
in centimeters.

f66

When V is at 30 inches (75 em), the vertical multiplier (VM) is
1.0. The value of VM decreases linearly with an increase or
decrease in height from this position At floor level, VM is 0. 78,
and at 70 inches (175 em) height VM is 0.7. IfV is greater than
70 inches, then VM = 0. The VM value can be computed directly

or determined from Table 2.
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Thble 2

Vemcal M:dtipier

v

v

VM

in

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
>70

VM

em

.78
.81
.85
.89
.93
.96
1.00
.96
.93
.89
.85
.81
.78
.74
.70
.00

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
175
>175

.78
.81
.84
.87
.90
.93
.96
.99
.99
.96
.93
.90
.87
.84
.81
.78
.75
.72
.70
.00

1.3.3. Dis1lmce Ch~nent
1.3.3.1. Definition and ~urement
The Vemcal Tmvel Dis1lmce variable (D) is defined as the vertical
travel distance of the hands bet\\een the origin and destination of
the lift. For lifting, D can be computed by subtracting the vertical
location (V) at the origin of the lift from the corresponding V at
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the destination of the lift (i.e., D is equal to V at the destination
minus V at the origin). For a lom:ring task, D is equal to V at the
origin minus v at the destination.
1.3.3.2 Dis1ance Restrictiom

The variable (D) is assumed to be at least 10 inches (25 em), and
no greater than 70 inches [175 em]. If the vertical travel distance
is less than 10 inches (25 em), then D should be set to the
minimum distance of 10 inches (25 em).
1.3.3.3 Dis1ance Mul1ipier

The Distance Multiplier (DM) is (.82 + (1.8/D)) forD measured in
inches, and DM is (.82 + (4.5/D)} forD measured in centimeters.
ForD less than 10 inches (25 em) Dis assumed to be 10 inches
(25 em), and DM is 1.0. The Distance Multiplier, therefore,
decreases gradually with an increase in travel distance. The DM is
1.0 when D is set at 10 inches, (25 em); DM is 0.85 when D = 70
inches (175 em). Thus, DM ranges from 1.0 to 0.85 as the D
varies from 0 inches (0 em) to 70 inches (175 em). The DM value
can be computed directly or detetmined from Table 3.
1.3.4. AsymmetJy Chqx111ent
1.3.4.1. Definition and Measurement
Asymmetry refers to a lift that begins or ends outside the midsagittal plane as shown in Figure 2 on page 8. In general,
asymmetric lifting should be avoided If asymmetric lifting cannot
be avoided, however, the recommended weight limits are
significantly less than those limits used for symmetrical lifting.5

' It may oot always be clear if asymnetiy is an intrimic element of the task or just a
per.;ona1 cbaracteristic of the worl<fts lifting style. Regardless of the rea<;01l for the
asymnetiy, any observed asynmetric lifting should be coosidered an intrimic elem:nt of the
job design and should be coosidered in the <iS:SCSSilbR and sullsequent redesign. Mlreovc",
the design of the task should oot rely oo woda:r "'""'Hance, but ralber the design should
discourage or eliminate the need for asynmetric lifting.
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Table 3
Distance Multiplier
0
in
:90
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

so
55
60
70
>70

OM

0

OM

em

1.00
.94
.91
.89
.88
.87
.87
.86
.86
.85
.85
.85
.00

~5

40
55
70
85
100
115
130
145
160
175
>175

1.00
.93
.90
.88
.87
.87
.86
.86
.85
.85
.85
.00

An asymmetric lift may be required under the following task or
\\\Jfkplace conditions:
1. The origin and destination of the lift are oriented at an angle to
each another.
2. The lifting motion is across the body, such as occurs in
swinging bags or boxes from one location to another.

3. The lifting is done to maintain body balance in obstructed
\\\Jfkplaces, on rough terrain, or on littered floors.
4. Productivity standards require reduced time per lift.
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The asymmetric angle (A), which is depicted graphically in Figure
2, is operationally defined as the angle between the asymmetry line
and the mid-sagittal line. The asymmetty line is defined as the
horizontal line that joins the mid-point between the inner ankle
bones and the point projected on the floor directly below the midpoint of the hand grasps, as defined by the large middle knuckle.
The sagittd line is defined as the line passing through the midpoint between the inner ankle bones and lying in the mid-sagittal
plane, as defined by the neutral body position (i.e., hands directly
in front of the body, with no twisting at the legs, torso, or
shoulders). Note: The asymrnet:ry angle is not defined by foot
position or the angle of torso twist, but by the location of the load
relative to the worker's mid-sagittal plane.
In many cases of asynunetric lifting, the worker will pivot or use a
step twn to complete the lift. Since this may vary significantly
between workers and between lifts, we have assumed that no
pivoting or stepping occurs. Although this assumption may
overestimate the reduction in acceptable load weight, it will
provide the greatest protection for the worker.

The asymrnet:ry angle (A) must always be measured at the origin
of the lift. If significant control is required at the destination,
however, then angle A should be measured at both the origin and
the destination of the lift.

1.3.4.2. AsymmetJy Restrictiom
The angle A is limited to the range from 0° to 135°. If A> 135°,
then AM is set equal to zero, which results in a RWL of zero, or
no load

1.3.4.3. Asymmetric Multipjer
The Asynunetric Multiplier (AM) is l-(.0032A). The AM has a
maximum value of 1.0 \\hen the load is lifted directly in front of
21

the body. The AM decreases linearly as the angle of asymmetry
(A) increases. The range is from a value of 0.57 at 135° of
asymmetry to a value of 1.0 at 00 of asymmetry (i.e., symmetric
lift).
If A is greater than 135°, then AM= 0, and the load is zero. The
AM value can be computed directly or determined from Table 4.

Table 4
Asymmetric Mdtiplier
A

AM

deg
1.00
.95
.90
.86
.81
.76
.71
.66
.62
.57
.00

0
15
30
45
60
75
90
105
120
135
>135

1.3.5. Frequency Co~nent
1.3.5.1 Definition and Measurement
The frequency multiplier is defined by (a) the number of lifts per
minute (frequency), (b) the amount of time engaged in the lifting
activity (duration), and (c) the vertical height of the lift from the
floor. Lifting frequency (F) refers to the average number of lifts
made per minute, as measured over a 15-minute period. Because
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of the potential variation in work patterns, analysts may have
difficulty obtaining an accurate or representative 15-minute work
sample for computing the lifting frequency (F). ff significant
variation exists in the frequency of lifting over the cow-se of the
day, analysts should employ standard work sampling techniques to
obtain a representative work sample for determining the number of
lifts per minute. For those jobs where the frequency varies from
session to session, each session should be analyzed separately, but
the overall work pattern llli.L5t still be considered. For more
information, most standard industrial engineering or ergonomics
texts provide guidance for establishing a representative job
sampling strategy (e.g., Eastman Kodak Company, 1986).

1.3.5.2 lifting Dumtion
Lifting duration is classified into three categories-short-duration,
moderate-duration and long-duration. These categories are based
on the pattern of continuous work-time and recovery-time (i.e.,
light work) periods. A continuous work-time period is defined as
a period of unintemJpted work. Recovery-time is defined as the
duration of light work activity following a period of continuous
lifting. Examples of light work include activities such as sitting at
a desk or table, monitoring operations, light assembly work, etc.
1. Short-duration defines lifting tasks that have a work duration of
one how or less, followed by a recovery time equal to 1.2 times
the work time [i.e., at least a 1.2 recovery-time to work-time ratio
(RTIWI)].

For example, to be classified as short-duration, a 45-minute lifting
job llli.L5t be followed by at least a 54-minute recovery period prior
to initiating a subsequent lifting session. ff the required recovery
time is not met for a job of one hour or less, and a subsequent
lifting session is required, then the total lifting time llli.L5t be
combined to correctly determine the duration category. Moreover,
if the recovery period does not meet the time requirement, it is
disregarded for purposes of determining the awmptiate duration
category.
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As another example, assume a \\QI"ker lifts continuously for 30
minutes, then perfOI'IllS a light \\Ul"k task for lO minutes, and then
lifts for an additional 45-minute period In this case, the recovery
time~ lifting sessions (IO minutes) is less than 1.2 times

the initial 30-minute \\Ul"k time (36 minutes). Thus, the two work
times (30 minutes and 45 minutes) must be added together to
determine the dmation. Since the total \\Ul"k time (75 minutes)
exceeds 1 hour, the job is classified as moderate-duration. On the
other hand, if the recovery period ~ lifting sessions was
increased to 36 minutes, then the short-duration category \\Uuld
apply, \\hlch \\Uuld result in a larger FM value.

2. Modemfe.dmdion defines lifting tasks that have a dmation of
more than one how, bli not more than two boll'S, followed by a
recovery period of at least 0.3 times the \\Urk time [i.e., at least a
0.3 recovery-time to \\QI"k-time ratio (RTIWI)].
For example, if a \\Urker continuously lifts for 2 hours, then a
recovery period of at least 36 minutes \\Uuld be required before
initiating a subsequent lifting session. If the recovery time
requirem:nt is not met, and a subsequent lifting session is required,
then the total \\QI"k time must be added together. If the total \\QI"k
time exceeds 2 hours, then the job must be classified as a longdmation lifting task.
3. l.ong-Wrntion defines lifting tasks that have a dmation of
between two and eight !roll'S, with standard industrial rest
allowances (e.g., morning, lunch, and afternoon rest breaks).

Note: No weight fuDts are puvided for more than eight boms of
work
The difference in the required RT!Wf ratio for the short-duration
category (less than 1 hour), \\hlch is 1.2, and the moderatedmation category (1-2 hours), \\hlch is .3, is due to the difference
in the magnitudes of the frequency multiplier values associated
with each of the dmation categories. Since the moderate-duration
category results in larger reductions in the RWL than the short-
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duration category, there is less need for a recovery period between
sessions than for the short duration category. In other \\Ul"ds, the
short duration category would result in higher weight limits than
the moderate duration category, so larger recovery periods would
be needed

1.3.5.3. Fle«pncy Reslrictions
Lifting frequency (F) for repetitive lifting may range from 0.2
lifts/min to a maximmn frequency that is dependent on the vertical
location of the object (V) and the duration of lifting (fable 5).
Lifting above the maximmn frequency results in a RWL of 0.0.
(Except for the special case of discontinuous lifting discussed
above, \\here the maximwn frequency is 15 lifts/minute.)

1.3.5.4. Frequency Multipier
The FM value depends upon the average nwnber of lifts/min (F),
the vertical location (V) of the hands at the origin, and the duration
of continuous lifting. For lifting tasks with a frequency less than
.2 lifts per minute, set the frequency equal to .2 lifts/minute. For
infrequent lifting (i.e., F < .1 lift/minute), however, the recovery
period will usually be sufficient to use the 1-hour duration
category. The FM value is determined from Table 5.
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Table 5
Frequency Multipier Table (FM)
Fn!qUel'k.y

Work DuratiOn

Ufts/min
(f)t

:s; I Hour
>I but :s;2 Hours >2 but ,; 8 Hours
v < 30t V:2:30 v < 30 V230 v < 30 V:2:30
1.00
1.00
.95
.95
.85
.85
.97
.97
.92
.92
.81
.81
.94
.94
.88
.88
.75
.75
.91
.91
.84
.84
.65
.65
.88
.88
.79
.79
.55
.55
.84
.84
.72
.45
.45
.72
.80
.80
.60
.60
.35
.35
.75
.75
.so
.so
.27
.27
.70
.70
.42
.42
.22
.22
.60
.60
.35
.18
.18
.35
.52
.52
.30
.30
.00
.I 5
.45
.45
.26
.26
.00
.13
.41
.41
.00
.23
.00
.00
.37
.37
.00
.21
.00
.00
.00
.34
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.31
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.28
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

:s;Q.2
0.5
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
>IS

tValues ofV are in inches.

:For lifting less frequently than ooce per S minutes, set F = 2

liftslminute.
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1.3.5.5. Special Frequency At:ljtfitment Procemre
A speciti ptrJCI!I!we has been developed for determining the
appropriate lifting frequency (F) for certain repetitive lifting tasks
in which worlrers do not lift continuously during the 15 minute
sampling period This occurs 'Mien the \\Ul"k pattern is such that
the \\Ul"ker: lifts repetitively for a short time and then perform;
light \\Ul"k for a short time before starting another cycle. As long
as the actual lifting frequency does not exceed 15 lifts per minute,
the lifting frequency (F) may be detennined for tasks such as this
as follows:
l. Compute the total number of lifts performed for the 15 minute
period (i.e., lift rate times \\Ul"k time).

2. Divide the total number of lifts by 15.
3. Use the resulting value as the frequency (F) to determine the
frequency multiplier (FM) from Table 5.

For example, if the \\Ul"k pattern for a job consists of a series of
cyclic sessions requiring 8 minutes of lifting followed by 7
minutes of light work, and the lifting rate during the \\Ul"k sessions
is l 0 lifts per minute, then the frequency rate (F) that is used to
determine the frequency multiplier for this job is equal to (IO x
8Yl5 or 5.33 lifts/minute. If the worker lifted continuously for
more than 15 minutes, however, then the actual lifting frequency
(IO lifts per minute) would be used.
When using this special procedure, the duration category is based
on the magnitude of the recovery periods between work sessions,
not within work sessions. In other words, if the work pattern is
intermittent and the special procedure applies, then the intermittent
recovery periods that occur during the IS-minute sampling period
are not considered as recovery periods for purposes of determining
the duration category. For example, if the work pattern for a
manual lifting job WciS composed of repetitive cycles consisting of
l minute of continuous lifting at a rate of lO lifts/minute, followed
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by 2 minutes of recovery, the correct procedure \\OO!d be to adjust
the frequency according to the special procedure [i.e., F = (10
lifts/minute x 5 minutesY15 minutes = 50/15 = 3.4 lifts/minute.]
The 2-minute recovery periods \Wuld not count towards the
Wf/RT ratio, however, and additional recovery periods \Wuld
have to be provided as described above.

1.3.6. Couping Coq10nent
1.3.6.1. Definition & Meaoiurement
The nattn"e of the hand-to-object coupling or gripping method can
affect not only the maxinnun force a worker can or must exert on
the object, but also the vertical location of the hands dwing the
lift. A good coupling will reduce the maxinnun grasp forces
required and increase the acceptable weight for lifting, while a
poor coupling will generally require higher maxinnun grasp forces
and decrease the acceptable \\eight for lifting.
The effectiveness of the coupling is not static, but may vary with
the distance of the object from the ground, so that a good coupling
could become a poor coupling during a single lift. The entire
range of the lift should be CO!l'lidered \\ben classifying hand-toobject coupling;, with classification based on overall effectiveness.
The analyst must classify the coupling as good, fair, or poor. The
three categories are defined in Table 6. If there is any doubt about
classifying a particular coupling design, the more stressful
classification should be selected
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Table 6
Hmd-to-Conbliner Couping ~ification
GOOD
FAIR
I'OOR
1. For containers
1. For containers of 1. Containers of
of optimal design, optimal design, a
Jess than optimal
design or loose
such as some boxes, ''Fair" hand-tocrates, etc., a
object coupling
parts or irregular
"Good" hand-to\muld be defined as o~ects that are
handles or handobject coupling
bulky, hard to
\muld be defined as hold cut-outs of Jess handle, or have
handles or handthan optimal design sharp edges [see
[see notes 1 to 4
note 5 below].
hold cut-outs of
optimal design [see below].
notes 1 to 3 below].
2. For loose parts 2. For containers of 2. Lifting non-rigid
or irregular o~ects, optimal design with bag; (i.e., bag; that
\\bich are not
no handles or hand- sag in the middle).
hold cut-outs or for
usually
containerized, such loose parts or
as castings, stock,
irregular objects, a
"Fair" hand-toand supply
materials, a "Good" object coupling is
defined as a grip in
hand-to-object
coupling \muld be \\bich the hand can
be flexed about 90
defined as a
comfortable grip in degrees [see note 4
\\bich the hand can below].
be easily wrapped
around the object
[see note 6 below].
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I. An optimal handle design has .75 - 1.5 inches (1.9 to 3.8 em)
diameter, ~ 4.5 inches (11.5 em) length, 2 inches (5 em) clearance,
cylindrical shape, and a smooth, non-slip swface.

2. An optimal hand-hold cut-out has the following approximate
characteristics: ~ 1.5 inch (3.8 em ) height, 4.5 inch (11.5 em)
length, semi-oval shape, ~ 2 inch (5 em) clearance, smooth nonslip swface, and ~ 0.25 inches (0.60 em) container thickness (e.g.,
double thickness cardboard).
3. An optimal container design has~ 16 inches (40 em) frontal
length, ~ 12 inches (30 em ) height, and a smooth non-slip surface.
4. A worker should be aqxilile of clamping the fingers at nearly
90" under the container, such as required \\hen lifting a cardboard
box from the floor.
5. A container is considered less than optimal if it has a frontal
length> 16 inches (40 em), height> 12 inches (30 em), rough or
slippery swfaces, sharp edges, asymmetric center of mass, unstable
contents, or requires the use of gloves. A loose object is
considered bulky if the load cannot easily be balanced between the
hand-grasps.

6. A worker should be able to comfortably wrap the hand around
the ~ect without causing excessive wrist deviations or awkward
postures, and the grip should not require excessive force.
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1.3.6.2. Couping Multipier
Based on the coupling classification and vertical location of the
lift, the Coupling Multiplier (CM) is determined from Table 7.
TaHe7
Couping Multipier
Coupling
Type

Coupling Multiplier
V< 30 inches
( 75 em)

V ~ 30 inches
(75 em)

Good

1.00

1.00

Fair

0.95

1.00

Poor

0.90

0.90
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The following decision tree may be helpful in classifYing the handto-o~ect coupling.

Decision 'free for
Coupling Quality

Object Lifted

I

I

Container

I

YES

I

Bulky
Object?

NO

Optimal
Handles?
YES

I

I

YES

NO

Optimal
Container?

Loose Object

I POOR I
NO

NO

NO

Optimal
Gri.
p.

Fingers
Flexed
f---90 degrees?

L__

~
R

I

GOOD
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i

YES

1.4. The lifting Index (11)
As defined earlier, the Lifting Index (l1) provides a relative
estimate of the physical stress associated with a manual lifting job.

u

=

Load Weight
Recommended Weight Umit

=

L
RWL

Where Load Weight (L) = weight of the object lifted (lbs or kg).

1.4.1. Using tbe RWL and U Co Guide &gonomic Design
The recommended weight limit (RWL) and lifting index (l1) can
be used to guide ergonomic design in several ways:
( 1) The individual multipliers can be used to identify specific jobrelated problems. The relative magnitude of each multiplier
indicates the relative contribution of each task factor (e.g.,
horizontal, vertical, frequency, etc.)
(2) The RWL can be used to guide the redesign of existing manual
lifting jobs or to design new manual lifting jobs. For example,
if the task variables are fixed, then the maximum weight of the
load could be selected so as not to exceed the RWL; if the
weight is fixed, then the task variables could be optimized so
as not to exceed the RWL.
(3) The U can be used to estimate the relative magnitude of
physical stress for a task or job. The greater the U the
smaller the fraction of workers capable of safely sustaining the
level of activity. Thus, two or more job designs could be
compared.
(4) The U can be used to prioritize ergonomic redesign. For
example, a series of suspected hazardous jobs could be rank
ordered according to the U and a control strategy could be
developed according to the rank ordering (i.e., jobs with lifting
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indices above 1.0 or higher \\Quid benefit the most from
redesign).

1.4.2 Rationale and limitations for U
The NIOSH Rl:coinm:Id:d Weight Limit (RWL) equation and
Lifting Index (ll) are based on the concept that the risk of liftingrelated low back pain increases as the demands of the lifting task
increase. In other VIUl"ds, as the magnitude of the 11 increases, (1)
the level of the risk for a given \\Oiker \\Quid be increased, and (2)
a greater percentage of the workforce is likely to be at risk for
developing lifting-related low back pain The shape of the risk
fimction, ~er. is not known. Without additional data showing
the relationship between low back pain and the 11, it is impossible
to predict the magnitude of the risk for a given individual or the
exact percent of the \\Ul"k population \\he would be at an elevated
risk for low back pain

To gain a better understanding of the rationale for the development
of the RWL and 11, consult the paper entitled Revised NIOSH
Equaianfor the Design ad Evduaion of Marud Lifting Tasks
by Waters, Putz-Anderson, Garg, and Fine (1993) (Appendix 1).
This article provides a discussion of the criteria underlying the
lifting equation and of the individual multipliers. This article also
identifies both the asswnptiom and uncertainties in the scientific
studies that associate manual lifting and low back ~uries.

1.4.3• .lib-Related lnreiVenlion Strnregy
The lifting index may be used to identify potentially hazardous
lifting jobs or to compare the relative severity of t\W jobs for the
purpose of evaluating and redesigning them From the NIOSH
perspa:tive, it is likely that lifting tasks with a 11 > 1.0 pose an
increased risk for lifting-related low back pain for some fraction of
the workforce (Waters et d., 1993). Hence, the~ should be to
design all lifting jobs to achieve a 11 of 1.0 or less.
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Some experts believe, however, that \\Ul"ker selection criteria may
be used to identify workers \\00 can perform potentially stressful
lifting tasks (i.e., lifting tasks that \\tJUld exceed a U of 1.0)
without significantly increasing their risk of \\Ul"k-related injmy
(Chaffin and Anderson, 1984; Ayoub and Mital, 1989). Those
selection criteria, however, must be based on research studies,
empirical observations, or theoretical considerations that include
job-related strength testing an:!/or aerobic capacity testing.
Nonetheless, these experts agree that nearly all workers will be at
an increased risk of a \\Ul"k-related illilllY when performing highly
stressful lifting tasks (i.e., lifting tasks that \\Uuld exceed a U of
3.0). Also, irfomd or ndllri selection of workers may occur in
many jobs that require repetitive lifting tasks. According to some
experts, this may result in a ll!lique \\Urkforce that may be able to
\\Urk above a lifting index of 1.0, at least in theory, without
substantially increasing their risk of low back injuries above the
baseline rate of injmy.
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2. PROCEDURES FOR ANALY7JNG llFI1NG .xJBS
This section describes the procedures tht:t shauld be
followed to correctly assess the physicd demmds of a
mmud liftingjob.
2.1. Optiom
Prior to the assessment, the analyst must determine (1) if the job
should be analyzed as a single-task or multi-task manual lifting
job, and (2) if significant control is required at the destination of
the lift.
A single-task manual lifting job is defined as a lifting job in which
the task variables do not significantly vary from task to task, or
only one task is of interest (e.g., worst case analysis). This may be
the case if the effects of the other tasks on strength, localiml
muscle fatigue, or whole-body fatigue do not differ significantly
from the worst case task.
On the other hand, multi-task manual lifting jobs, which are
defined as jobs in which there are significant differences in task
variables between tasks, are more difficult to analyze because each

task must be analyzed separately. Therefore, a specialized

JrOCedure is used to analyze multi-task manual lifting jobs.
2.1.1. Rationale for Detennining Significant Chntml

When significant control of an object is required at the destination
of a lift, the v.urker must apply a significant upward force to
decelerate the object Depending upon the velocity of the lift, this
deceleration force may be as great as the force required to lift the
object at the origin Therefore, to insure that the appropriate RWL
is computed for a lift that requires significant control at the
destination, the RWL is calculated at both the origin and the
destination of the lift, and the ltmer of the t\W values is used to
assess the overall lift. The latter JrOCedure is required if (1) the
v.urker has to re-grasp the load near the destination of the
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lift, (2) the worker has to momentarily hold the object at the
destination, or (3) the worker has to position or guide the load at
the destination The pmpose of calculating the RWL at both the
origin and destination of the lift is to identify the most stressful
location of the lift.

2.1.2. Rationale for Multi-ta'lk Analysis Procedure
The initial recommendation for anal)Zing the physical demands of
multi-task manual lifting jobs was included in the NIOSH WPG
(1981). The procedW'e was designed to determine the collective
effects of all the tasks. The procedW'e included: (1) detennining a
frequency-weighted average for each task variable; (2) determining
each of the four multipliers, the AL and the MPL, using the
frequency-weighted average variables; and, (3) comparing the
frequency-weighted average weight with the AL and MPL. The
averaging approach, however, can mask the effects of hazardous
task variables, resulting in an underestimation of the lifting hazard
(Waters, 1991). For example, consider a multi-task job consisting
of two separate tasks, each with a frequency of 1 lift/minute and
vertical heights (V) of 0 and 60 inches. Although both tasks
considered individually would have large penalties for the vertical
height factor, \\ben combined in this manner the frequencyweighted (average) V is 30 inches, which cancels the penalty for
vertical height, resulting in no reduction in the recommended
weight limit. Because of the potential inaccuracies that can occur

\\ben task variables are averaged for multi-task assessments, a
new multi-task method was developed. The method is described
on page 43.
The new method is based on the following assumptions:
1. That performing multiple lifting tasks would increase the

physical or metabolic load, and that this increased load should
be reflected in a reduced recommended weight limit and

increased Lifting Index.
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2. That an increase in the Lifting Index depends upon the
characteristics of the additional lifting task.
3. That the increase in the Lifting Index due to the addition of
one or more tasks is independent of the Lifting Index of any of
the preceding tasks (i.e., Lifting Indices from tasks already
performed).
Although the procedure does not consider the potential interaction
between individual lifting tasks, 'M! believe this effect is minimal.
The new method is based on the concept that the Composite
Lifting Index (CLI), which represents the collective demands of the
job, is equal to the sum of the largest Single Task Lifting Index
(S111) and the incremental increases in the i l l as each
subsequent task is added. The incremental increase in the CLI for
a specific task is defined as the difference between the Lifting
Index for that task at the cumulative frequency and the Lifting
Index for that task at its actual frequency. For example, consider
two identical tasks (A and B), each with a lifting frequency of 1
lift/minute.
Using the new concept:

cu = uA.' + <U •. 2 - u._,l
In these equations, the numeric part of the subscript represents the
frequency, such that U 8 .2 indicates the U value for Task B at a
frequency of 2 liftslminute and U 8 •1 indicates the U value for
Task B at a frequency of 1 lift/minute.

Since task A and B are identical, UA. 1 and lio. 1 cancel out and
CLI = ll8 .2. As expected, the CLI for the job is equivalent to the
U value for the simple task being performed at a rate of 2
times/minute. Now, if the two tasks are different, then
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In this case, UA., and ll8 •1 do not cancel each other out. The Cl1
is equal to the sum of UA. 1, \Wich refers to the demand of Task A,
and the increment of demand for Task B, with the increment being
equal to the increase in demand when the frequency for Task B is
increased from 1 lift!minute (corresponding to the frequency of
Task A) to a rate of 2 lifts/minute (corresponding to the sum of the
frequencies of Task A and B). Thus, as each additional task is
added, the ru is increased apptopiiately.

While the new method has not been validated at the workplace,
this multi-task version will minimize errors due to averaging; and
thereby, provide a more accmate method for estimating the
combined effects of multi-tasked lifting jobs than vws provided in
the NIOSH WPG (1981).
Many of the lifting jobs in the workplace have multiple lifting
activities, and therefore could be analyzed as either a single or a
multi-task lifting job. When detailed information is needed,
however, to specifY engineering modifications, then the multi-task
approach should be used On the other hand, the multi-task
procedure is more complicated than the single-task procedure, and
requires a greater understanding of assessment terminology and
mathematical concepts. Therefore, the decision to use the single or
multi-task approach should be based on: (1) the need for detailed
information about all facets of the multi-task lifting job, (2) the
need for accuracy and completeness of data in performing the
analysis, and (3) the analyst's level of understanding of the
assessment procedures.
To perform a lifting analysis using the revised lifting equation, two
steps are undertaken: (1) data is collected at the worksite and (2)
the Recorrunended Weight Limit and Lifting Index values are
computed using the single-task or multi-task analysis procedure.
These two steps are described in the following sections.
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2.2.

eonect Data (Step I)

The relevant task variables must be carefully measured and clearly
recorded in a concise format. The Job Analysis Worksheet for
either a single-task analysis (Figure 3) or a multi-task analysis
(Figure 4) provides a simple form for recording the task variables
and the data needed to calculate the RWL and the U values. A
thorough job analysis is required to identify and catalog each
independent lifting task that comprises the worker's complete job.
For multi-task jobs, data must be collected for each individual task
The data needed for each task include the following:

1. Weight of tbe oiject lifted Detemrine the load weight (L) of
the object (if necessary, use a scale). If the weight of the load
varies from lift to lift, record the average and maximum
weights.
2. lllrizonflll and vemcallocatiom of tbe bands wiili respect ro
tbe mid-point between tbe anldes. :Measure the horizontal
location (H) and vertical location (V) of the hands at boili the
origin and destination.
3. Angle of~· Detemrine the angle of asymmetry (A)
at the origin and destination of the lift.
4. FrecJiency of lift. Detemrine the average lifting frequency rate
(F), in lifts/min, periodically iliroughout the work session
(average over at least a 15-minute period). If the lifting
frequency varies from session to session by more than mu
lifts/min, each work session should be analyzed as a separate
task The duration category, however, must be based on the
overall work pattern of the entire workshift.

5. lifting limdioJL Detemrine the total time engaged in
continuous lifting and the schedule of recovery allowances
(i.e., light work assigmnents) for each lifting task Compute
the recovery-time to work-time ratio to classify the job for
work duration (i.e., Short, Mxlerate, or Long).
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
DI!PARTMI!NT
JOII TlTLE

JOB DESCRIPTION

ANALYST'S NAME
DATE

STEP 1. Measure and record task variables
Hand Location {in)

Object
Weight (lbs)

L (AVG.)

Origin

L (M(l)(.,)

H

v

o..t
H

v

Vertical
Distance (in)

D

Asymmetric Angle (degrees Frequency Rate Duration
Origin
lifts/min
Destination
(HAS)
A
A
F

STEP 2. Determine the multipliers and compute the RWL's
RWL - LC • HM • VM • OM • AM • FM • CM
ORIGIN

-WJ·D·D·D·D·D·DRWL -[!i]·D·D·D·D·D·D-1
RWL

DESTINATION

I

STEP 3. Computa the LIFTING INDEX
ORIGIN
DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX •

LIFTING INDEX •

OBJECT WEIGHT (L)

AWL
OBJECT WEIGHT (l)

AWL

Lbe
Lbe

- -D
.. -D

Figure 3: Single Task Job Analysis Worksheet

Object
Coupling

c

I
I

MULTI•

lA""' JOB

iT

D!PAATM!NT
JOB TITL!
ANALYli'I'S NAM!
DATE

STEP 1.
TookNo.

I STEP 2,

~

m
~~
'

~~

',

and F IWL

;Ute

~~!"I LCxHM x

JDI D!SCAIPTION

VM x DM xl.fi x CM

rRWI1.,

I,.RWL X PM

.

ILl and SlrLI lor

ITftWL

I

c~""""

:ach ·aak
I Tll::~o.

~~:..:.

l11
111
111
111
111

~

cu

liiie

I STU. + ~FlU.

~

lttnaTiideiiOr

the Job

~flu.

IAII•~ tookol

tJ.

ICll

Figure 4: MULTI-TASK JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

F

6. Couping type. aassify the hand-to-container coupling based
on Table 6

2.3. Single-TIL'Ik Assessment (Step 2)
Calculate the RWL at the origin for each lift. For lifting tasks that
require significant control at the destination, calculate the RWL at
bod!. the origin and the destination of the lift. The latter procedure
is required if (I) the 'OOI'ker has to re-grasp the load near the
destination of the lift, (2) the \\\Jrker has to momentarily hold the
object at the destination, or (3) the \\Uiker has to position or guide
the load at the destination. The purpose of calculating the RWL at
both the origin and destination of the lift is to identify the most
stressful location of the lift. Therefore, the lower of the RWL
values at the origin or destination should be used to compute the
Lifting Index for the task, since this value \\\Juld represent the
limiting set of conditions.
The assessment is completed on the single-task \WI'ksheet by
determining the lifting index (11) for the task of interest. This is
accomplished by comparing the actual weight of the load (L) lifted
with the RWL value obtained from the lifting equation.
2.4. MuUi-TIL'Ik ProceWre
l. Compute the Frequency-Independent Recommended Weight
Limit (FIRWL) and Single-Task Recommended Weight Limit

(S'IRWL) for each task.
2. Compute the Frequency-Independent Lifting Index (Fill) and
Single-Task Lifting Index (STLI) for each task.
3. Compute the Composite Lifting Index (CLI) for the overnll
job.
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2.4.1. Colll(Ue the FIR\VL for Each Tzk

Compute the Frequency Independent Weight Limit (FIRWL) value
for each task by ll'ling the respective task variables and setting the
Frequency Multiplier to a value of 1.0. The FIRWL for each task
reflects the comptessive force and llll.l'lCie strength demands for a
single repetition of that task. If significant control is required at
the destination for any in:li.vidual task, the FIRWL must be
computed at both the origin and the destination of the lift, as
described above for a single-task analysis.
2.4.2. Conplte the SIRWL for Each Tzk

Compute the Siogle-Task Recommended Weight Limit (S1RWL)
for each task by multiplying its FIRWL by its appropriate
Frequency Multiplier (FM). The S1RWL for a task reflects the
overall demands of that task, asswning it was the only task being
perfOI"!Ded Note, this value does not reflect the overall demands
of the task when the other tasks are considered Nevertheless, this
value is helpful in determining the extent of excessive physical
stress for an in:li.vidual task.
2.4.3. Conplte the FlU for Each Tzk

Compute the Frequency-Independent Lifting Index (FILl) for each
task by dividing the tntDdntzm load weight (L) for that task by the
respective FIRWL. The maximum weight is ll'led to compute the
FII1 because the maximum weight determines the maximum
biomx:hanical loads to \Wich the body will be exposed, regardless
of the frequency of occurrence.. Thus, the FII1 can identify
in:li.vidual tasks with potential strength problems for infrequent
lifts. If any of the FII1 values ~ a value of 1.0, then
ergonomic changes may be needed to decrease the strength
demands.
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2.4.4. Compute tbe Sill for Each T~k

Compute the Single-Task Lifting Index (STil) for each task by
dividing the fliJerage load weight (L) for that task by the respective
SlRWL. The average weight is used to compute the STLl
because the average weight provides a better representation of the
metabolic demands, "\Wich are distributed across the tasks, rather
than dependent on individual tasks. The STil can be used to
identify individual tasks with excessive physical demands
(i.e., tasks that would result in fatigue). The STLl values do not
indicate the relative stress of the individual tasks in the context of
the \\hole job, but the STLl value can be used to prioritize the
individual tasks according to the magnitude of their physical stress.
Thus, if any of the STLl values exceed a value of 1.0, then
ergonomic changes may be needed to decrease the overall physical
demands of the task. Note, it may be possible to bave a job in
"\Wich all of the individual tasks bave a STL!less than 1.0 and still
be physically demanding due to the combined demands of the
tasks. In cases OOen: the Flll exceeds the STLl for any task, the
maximum weights may represent a significant problem and careful
evaluation is necessary.
2.4.5. Comp!te tbe 01 for tbe .lib

The assessment is completed on the multi-task worksheet by
determining the Composite Lifting Index (CLI) for the overall job.
The Cl1 is computed as follows:
I. The tasks are renumbered in order of decreasing physical
stress, beginning with the task with the greatest STLl down to the
task with the smallest STil. The tasks are renumbered in this way
so that the more difficult tasks are considered first.
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2. The Ql for the job is then computed according to the
following formula:

cu

=STU,+ EAU

Where:

E All

=

(FILI2 X (

1

1

FM

FM1.2

1

))

1

1

))
+(FIU3 X (
FM 1,2,3 FM 1,2

+ (FIU4 X (

1
1
))
FM1.2.3,4 FM1,2,3

+(FIUn X (FM

1
1 ,2,3,4,... ,n

1
FM

1 ,2,3,... ,(n -1)

))

Note, that (1) the numbers in the subscripts refer to the new task
numbers; and, (2) the FM values are determined from Table 5,
based on the sum of the frequeocies for the tasks listed in the

subscripts.
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The following example is provided to demonstrate this step of the
multi-task procedt.n-e. Asswne that an analysis of a typical threetask job provided the following results:

Task Number

1

2

3

Load Weight (L)

30

20

10

Task Frequency (F)

I

2

4

FIRWI..

20

20

I5

FM

.94

.91

.84

STRWI..

I 8.8

I 8.2

12.6

FILl

1.5

1.0

.67

STU

1.6

1.1

.8

New Task Number

I

2

3

To compute the Composite Lifting Index (CLI) for this job, the
tasks are renumbered in order of decreasing physical stress,
begimring with the task with the greatest Sill down to the task
with the smallest Sill. In this case, the task numbers do not
change. Next, the Cil is computed according to the formula
shown on the previous page. The task with the greatest Cil is
Task 1 (Sill = 1.6). The sum of the frequencies for Tasks 1 and
2 is 1+2 or 3, and the sum of the frequencies for Tasks 1, 2 and 3
is 1+2+4 or 7. Then, from Table 5, fMt is .94, I<Mt.2 is .88, and
fMt.2.3 is .70. Finally, the Cil = 1.6 + 1.0(11.88 - 1/.94)+.67(1/.70
- 11.88) = 1.6 + .07 + .20 = 1.9. Note that the fM values were
based on the sum of the frequencies for the subscripts, the vertical
height, and the duration of lifting.
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3.1. How fD Use tbe Etampe Proliems

There are several 3J¥03Ches for controlling the stressors related to
manual lifting. One approach is to eliminate the manual
re.quirem:nts of the job by ming hoists, cranes, manipulators,
chutes, conveyors, or lift trucks, or through mechanization or
automatiOIL If the manual re.quirem:nts of the job cannot be
eliminated, then the demands of the job should be redJ ICed through
ergonomic design/redesign (e.g., modify the physical layout of the
job or reduce the frequency or duration of lifting). As a last
resort, and if redesign is not feasible, the stress on the \\Orlrer
should be redJJCed by distributing the stress between t\\U or more
\\U£kers (e.g., team lifting).
In many cases elimination of manual lifting is not feasible or
practical. Thus, ergonomic design/redesign is the best available
control strategy. The goal of such a strategy is to reduce the
demands of the job by reducing exposure to dangerom loading
conditions and stressful body movements.

Ergonomic design/redesign iocludes: (1) physical changes in the
layout of the job, (2) reductions in the lifting frequency rate and/or
the duration of the "Mlrk period, and (3) modifications of the
physical properties of the object lifted, such as type, size, or
\Wight and/or improvement of hand-to-object coupling.
The lifting equation and procedures presented in this docwnent
designed to identify ergonomic problems, and evaluate
ergonomic design/redesign solutions. By examining the value of
each task multiplier, the penalties associated with each job-related
risk factor can be evaluated, thereby determining their relative
importance in consideration of alternate \\Urlq>Iace designs. The
task factors that came the greatest reduction in the load constant
should be considered as the first priority for job redesign.
\\ere
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Ten examples are provided to demonstrate the proper application
of the lifting equation and procedw-es. The procedures provide a
method for determining the level of physical stress associated with
a specific set of lifting conditiOIJS, and assist in identifying the
contribution of each job-related factor. The examples also provide
guidance in developing an ergonomic redesign strategy.
Specifically, for each example, a job description, job analysis,
hazard assessment, redesign suggestion, illustration, and completed
\\UI"ksheet are provided. The ten examples were chosen to provide
a representative sample of lifting jobs for \\hlch the application of
this equation was suitable.
Note, you might obtain slightly different values from those
displayed in the \\UI"ksheet examples due to differences in
rounding, especially when these values are compared to those
determined from computerized versions of the equation. These
differences should not be significant. Also, for these examples,
multipliers are rounded to two places to the right of the decimal
and weight limit (RWL, FIRWL, and S1RWL) and lifting index
values (Il, Fll1, Sill, and CLI) are rounded to one place to the
right of the decimal.
1he examples are organized as follow.;:

A Single Task, Performed a Few Tunes Per Shift
Loading Punch Press Stock, Example 1
Loading Supply Rolls, Example 2
Loading Bags Into A Hopper, Example 3
B. Single Task, Performed Repetitively
Package Inspection, Example 4
Dish-Washing Machine Unloading, Example 5
Product Packaging I, Example 6
C. Multi-Task, Short Duration (1 hr or less)

Depalletizing Operation, Example 7
Handling Cans of Liquid, Example 8
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D. Multi-Task, Long Duration (more than 2 hours but less than 8)
Product Packaging ll, Example 9
Wareholl'le Order Filling, Example 10
To help clarify the discussion of the 10 example problem;, and to
provide a u<;eful reference for determining the multiplier values,
each of the six multipliers used in the equation have been reprinted
in tabular form in Tables 1 through 5 and Table 7 on the following
page.
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Table 5
Frequency Multiplier
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Table 7

Coupling Multiplier

.00

A series of general design/redesign suggestions for each job-related
risk factor are provided in Table 8. These suggestions can be used
to develop a practical ergonomic design/redesign strategy.
TaHe8
Genend Design'Redesign Suggestions
If HM is less Bring the load closer to the worker by
than 1.0
removing any horizontal barriers or reducing
the size of the object. lifts near the floor
should be avoided; if unavoidable, the object
should fit easily between the legs.
lfVM is less
than 1.0

Raise/lower the origin/destination of the lift.
Avoid lifting near the floor or above the
shoulders.

If DM is less Reduce the vertical distance between the
than 1.0
origin and the destination of the lift.
If AM is less
than 1.0

Move the origin and destination of the lift
closer together to reduce the angle of twist,
or move the origin and destination further
apart to force the worker to turn the feet
and step, rather than twist the body.

If FM is less
than 1.0

Reduce the lifting frequency rate, reduce the
lifting duration, or provide longer recovery
periods (i.e., light work period).

If CM is less
than 1.0

Improve the hand-to-object coupling by
providing optimal containers with handles or
handhold cutouts, or improve the hand holds
for irregular objects.

If the RWL at
the
destination
is less than
at the origin

Eliminate the need for significant control of
the object at the destination by redesigning
the job or modifying the container/object
characteristics. (See requirements for
significant control, p. 36, 43.)
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3.2. .llbs Perfonned a Few Times Per Shift
3.2.1. Loading Punch Press Stock,

Ex~~~DPe

1

3.2.1.1. .llb Description
Figure 5 illustrates a common oversight in physically stressful jobs.
A pwx:h press operator routinely handles small parts, feeding them
into a press and removing them. A cursory view of this task may
overlook the fact that once per shift the operator must load a heavy
reel of supply stock (illustrated at floor height) from the floor onto
the machine. The diameter of the reel is 30 inches, the width of
the reel between the worker's hands is 12 inches, and the reel
weighs 44 lbs. Significant control of the load is required at the
destination of the lift due to the design of the machine. Also, the
worker cannot get closer to the roll (i.e., between the legs) because
the roll is too awkw.nd

3.2.1.2. .llb Analysis
The task variable data are measured and recorded on the job
analysis worksheet (Figure 6). Asswning the operator lifts the reel
in the plane shown, rather than on the side of the machine, the
vertical height (V) at the origin is 15 inches, the vertical height (V)
at the destination is 63 inches, and the horizontal distance (H) is
23 inches at both the origin and the destination of the lift. The
activity occurs only once per shift, so F is assmned to be < 0.2
(see Table 5), and duration is assmned to be less than I hour.

No asymmetric lifting is involved (i.e, A = 0), and according to
Table 6, the couplings are classified as fair because the object is
irregular and the fingers can be flexed about 90 degrees. Since
significant control is required at the destination, the RWL must be
computed at both the origin and the destination of the lift.
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H DESTINATION
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23 INCHES
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YDESTINATION
63 INCHES

ORIGIN

15 INCHES

I•

HORIGIN
23 INCHES

Figure 5 Loading Punch Press Stock, Example 1
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The multipliers are detennined from the lifting equation or from
tables (fables 1 to S, and Table 7). ·The CM is .95 at the origin
and 1.0 at the destination, due to the difference in the vertical
height at the origin and destination. As shown in Figure 6, the
RWL for this activity is 16.3 lbs at the origin and 14.5 lbs at the
destination.

3.2.1.3. Hazanl Assessment
The weight to be lifted (44 lbs) is greater than the RWL at both
the origin and the destination of the lift (16.3 lbs and 14.5 lbs,
respectively). The I1 at the origin is 44/16.3 or 2.7, and the I1 at
the destination is 44/14.5 or 3.0. These values indicate that this
lift would be hazardous for a majority of healthy industrial
workers.

3.2.1.4. Redesign Suggestions
The worksheet shown in Figure 6 indicates that the smallest
multipliers (i.e., the greatest penalties) are .44 for the HM, .75 for
the VM at the destination, and .86 for the DM Using Table 8, the
following job modifications are suggested:

1. Bring the object closer to the worker at the destination to
increase the HM value.
2. Lower the destination of the lift to increase the VM value.
3. Reduce the vertical travel distance between the origin and
the destination of the lift to increase the DM value.
4. Modify the job so that significant control of the object at
the destination is not required This will eliminate the
need to use the lower RWL value at the destination.
If the operator could load the machine from the side, rather than
the from the front, the reel could be turned 90" which would
reduce the horizontal location of the hands at the origin
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
DEPARTMENT

Manufacturing

JOB DESCRIPTION

J08 TITLE

Punch Press 0Eerator

Loading

su~mli

stock onto

ANALYST'S NAME

:eunch [:!ress machine

DATE

Example I

STEP 1. Measure and record taak variables
Hand Location (in)

Object
(lbS) .

We~ht

Origin

Oest

Vertical
Distance (in)

Asymmetric Angle (degrees Frequency Rate Puration

"

L M"

44

1 44

23 lis

23163

48

0

s 1n ton

11 m1n

0

<.2

Ob;e<:t
Coupling

<I

Fair

STEP 2. Determine the multlpllera and compute the RWL'a
R~=~·~·m.DM.~.~·CM

=@IJ·(]!]•mJ•mJ•II:QJ•[£]•~ =1163
RWL .[ill• [ill• ~· (!!] •II:QJ • ([£] • ~ = 114 5
RWL

ORIGIN
DESTINATION

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX
ORIGIN
DESTINATION

liFTING INDEX •

LIFTING INDE:X •

OBJECT WEIGHT (l)

RWL

_.....u..._
16.3

OBJECT WEIGHT (L)

RWL

- -.ll__

14.5

Lbo
Lbo

-~

=EJ

Figure 6: Example 1, Job Analysis Worksheet

I

I

(i.e., H = 10 inches) and destination of the lift (i.e., H = 12
inches). The grip, ho~, would be poor because the object is
bulky and hard to handle and the fingers could not be flexed near
CXf \Wen picking up the reel (see Table 6, Note 4).
The RWL and corresponding U values for this preferred
combination of task variables (i.e., loading the machine from the
side) are shown on the modified job analysis sheet (Figw-e 7). At
the origin, the RWL is 35.1 lbs and the U is 1.3. At the
destination, the RWL is 24.6 lbs and the U is 1.8. Since the U is
still greater than 1.0, ho\WVer, a more comprehensive solution may
be needed. This could include: (1) lowering the vertical height of
the destination, which would increase the VM and the DM at both
the origin and the destination of the lift; (2) reducing the size
and/or ~ight of the supply reel; or, (3) transferring the supply reel
from the storage area on a mobile, mechanical lifting device or
jack that could be moved near the machine to eliminate the need
for manual lifting. If it is not feasible to eliminate or redesign the
job, then other measures, such as assigning two or more workers,
could be considered as an interim control procedure.

3.2.1.5. Comments
Although ergonomic redesign is preferred, this example
demonstrates how a change in work practices (i.e., insuring that the
operator can load the reel from the side) can reduce the magnitude
of physical stress associated with a manual lifting task. This
approach, ho\WVer, relies more on worker compliance than on
physical job modifications.
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
JOII DI!:8CftiPTION

Manufacturln2:
Punch Press OJ:!:rator

DEPARTMENT
JOI TITL!

Loading SUJ2}2li stock onto
punch press machine
1
~

ANALYSTS NAMI!

DAT!

STEP 1. Meaaure and record taak varlablaa
Hand Location (in)

Object
Weight (lbe)

44

I

Des!.

Origin

Vertical
Distance (in)

"

"'·
44

10116

121 63

Aeymmetrlc Angle (degrees Frequency R&~le puration
1 s m1n
s 1n 101"1

48

Object
Coupling

0

0

0

<.2

<1

Poor

STEP 2. Determine the multipliers and compute the RWL'a
RWL = LC • HM • VM • DM • AM • FM • CM
ORIGIN

mJ. mJ • rnJ •ITIJ •IITJ• (]Q] •
RWL =!!!J •em •[!!) • ~ •ITIJ •(!!] • (]Q] •

RWL

DI!BTINATION

=[ill •

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX
ORIGIN
DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX •

LIFTING INDEX •

OBJECT WEIGHT (L)
AWL
OBJECT WEIGHT (L)
AWL

-.J.L_
36.1
=.J.L_
24.6

36.1

Lbo

24.6

Lbo

-~

-EJ

Figure 7: Modified Example 1, Job Analysis Worksheet

3.2.2. lnading SURiY RoDs, Example 2
3.2.2.1• .lib Descripion

With both hands directly in front of the body, a \\Ul"k:er lifts the
core of a 35-lb roll of paper from a cart, and then shifts the roll in
the hands and holds it by the sides to position it on a machine, as
shown in Figure 8. Significant control of the roll is required at the
destination of the lift. Also, the \VOI"ker must crouch at the
destination of the lift to support the roll in front of the body, but
does not have to twist
3.2.2.2. .lib Analysis
The task variable data are nrasured and recorded on the job
analysis worksheet (Figure 9). The vertical location of the hands
is 27 inches at the origin and 10 inches at the destination. The
horizontal location of the hands is 15 inches at the origin and 20
inches at the destination. The asymmetric angle is 0 degrees at
both the origin and the destination, and the frequency is 4 lifts/shift

(i.e., less than .2 lifts/min for less than I hour - see Table 5).
Using Table 6, the coupling is classified as poor because the
\\Ul"k:er must reposition the hands at the destination of the lift and
they can not flex the fingers to the desired 'Xi' angle (e.g., hook
grip). No asymmetric lifting is involved (i.e., A = 0), and
significant control of the object is required at the destination of the
lift. Thus, the RWL should be computed at both the origin and the
destination of the lift. The nrultipliers are computed from the
lifting equation or determined from the rrrultiplier
tables (Tables 1 to 5, and Table 7). As shown in Figure 9, the
RWL for this activity is 28.0 lbs at the origin and 18.1 lbs at the
destination.
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Figure 8 Loading Supply Rolls, Example 2
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
DEPARTMENT
JOB TITLE

ShiEEinll

JOB DESCRIPTION

Packag:er

Loading: J28}2er SUQJ2l;t rolls

ANALYST'S NAME

Example 2

DATE

STEP 1. Meaaura and record task varlablaa
Hand Location (in)

Object
Weight ~bs}

Origin

Dest.

Vertical
Distance (in)

Asymmetric Angle (degrees Frequency Rate Puration

11g1n

stma11on

0

0

Object

Coupling

11 m1n

L Max.

3s1 35

"'.....

15127 20 11o

17

<.2

<1

Poor

Lbo

I

STEP 2. Datarmlna tha multipliers and compute tha RWL'a
LC • HM • VM , DM , AM , FM , CM
RWL
ORIGIN
DESTINATION

=
RWL =!:ill· ffil· rn:J •ill] . JJ::Q] • JJ::Q] • 00 =I 28' 0
RWL =WJ· CMJ· WJ· em. [LQ]. WJ. CMJ =I 18.1

STEP 3. Compute tha LIFTING INDEX
OBJECT WEIGHT {l)

ORIGIN

LIFTING INDEX •

DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX •

AWL
OBJECT WEIGHT (l)
RWL

-

35

28.0
35

="""'T8'T

Lbo

=~
=~

Figure 9: Example 2, Job Analysis Worksheet

I

3.2.2.3. Hazanl Assessment
The \\eight to be lifted (35 lb) is greater than the RWL at both the
origin and destination of the lift (28.0 lb and 18.1 lb, Iespectively).
The U at the origin is 35 100128.0 lbs or 1.3, and the U at the
destination is 35 lbs/18.1 lbs or 1.9. These values indicate that this
job is only slightly stressful at the origin, but mxlemtely stressful
at the destination of the lift.
3.2.2.4. R£design Suggestiom

The first choice for reducing the risk of injury for \Wikers
peiforming this task \\OOld be to adapt the cart so that the paper
rolls could be easily pushed into position on the machine, without
manually lifting them
If the cart cannot be modified, then the results of the equation may
be used to suggest task modificatiom. The \Wiksheet displayed in
Figure 9 indicates that the nrultipliers with the smallest magnitude
(i.e., those providing the greatest penalties) are .50 for the HM at
the destination, .67 for the HM at the origin, .85 for the VM at the
destination, and .90 for the CM value. Using Table 8, the
following job modificatiom are suggested:

l. Bring the load closer to the \\U£ker by making the roll
smaller so that the roll can be lifted from between the
workers legs. This will decrease the H value, ~ch in
turn will increase the HM value.
2. Raise the height of the destination to increase the VM.
3. Improve the coupling to increase the CM.
If the size of the roll can not be rerlurel, then the vertical height
(V) of the destination should be increased Figure I 0 show.; that if
V was increased to about 30 inches, then VM \\OOld be increased
from .85 to 1.0; the H value \\OOld be decreased from 20 inches to
15 ioches, ~ch \\OOld increase HM from .50 to .67.; the DM
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\Wuld be increased from .93 to 1.0. Thi.L'), the final RWL \Wuld
be increased from 18.1 lbs to 30.8 lbs, and the U at the destination
\Wuld decrease from 1.9 to 1.1.
In some cases, redesign may not be feasible. In these cases, I.L')e of
a mechanical lift may be more suitable. As an interim control
strategy, t\W or more \WI"kers may be assigned to lift the supply
roll.

3.2.2.5. Comments
The horizontal distance (H) is a significant factor that may be
difficult to reduce because the size of the paper rolls may be fixed
Moreover, redesign of the machine may not be practical.
Therefore, elimination of the manual lifting component of the job
may be more appropriate than job redesign.
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DI!PAATMI!NT
JOB TITLE

Shipping
Packaqer

JOB DESCRIPTION

Loading paper supply rolls

..MAl.YaTa NAME
DATI!

ObjecJ
Welghl Qbs)

36

36

<.2

0

STEP 2. Determine the multipliers and compute the RWL'a
RWL ,. LC • HM • VM • DM • AM • FM • CM

DESTINATION

Poor

r-----,

=lliJ· mJ. \.98\· [!]]. IT£HI2J •\.90 1•130.1
RWL a[ill• Clll• [IQ)• (I]] • (IQ] • [IQj • cag] = 130.8

RWL

OIIIOIN

<I

Lbo
Lbo

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX
OBJECT WEIGHT {l)

ORIGIN

UFTING INDEX-

DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX -

AWL
OBJECT WEIGHT (L)

AWL

36
- 3lJ.T'"
36

=30:8

Figure 10: Example 2, Modified Job Analysis Worksheet

3.2.3. Loading ~ Into A Hower,

Ex~e

3

3.2.3.1• .lib Description
The 'Mll"ker positions hllmelf midway between the handtruck. and
the mixing hopper, as illustrated in Figure 11. Without moving his
feet, he twists to the right and picks up a bag off the handtruck.
In one continuous motion he then twists to his left to place the bag
on the rim of the hopper. A sharp edged blade within the hopper
cuts open the bag to allow the contents to fall into the hopper.
This task is done infrequently (i.e., 1-12 times per shift) with large
recovery periods between lifts (i.e., > 1.2 Recovery Ture/Work
TJme ratio). In observing the 'Mll"ker perform the job, it was
determined that the non-lifting activities could be disregarded
because they require minimal force and energy expenditwe.
Significant control is not required at the destination, but the worker
twists at the origin and destination of the lift. Although several
bags are stacked on the hand truck, the highest risk of overexertion
iJ:Yury is associated with the bag on the bottom of the stack;
therefore, only the lifting of the bottom bag will be examined
Note, ho~. that the frequency multiplier is based on the
overall frequency of lifting for all of the bags.
3.2.3.2. .lib Analysis

The task variable data are measured and recorded on the job
analysis 'Mll"ksheet (Figure 12). The vertical location of the hands
is 15 inches at the origin and 36 inches at the destination. The
horizontal location of the hands is 18 inches at the origin and 10
inches at the destination. The asymmetric angle is 45" at the origin
and 45" at the destination of the lift, and the frequency is less than
.2 lifts/min for less than 1 hom (see Table 5).
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Figure 11 Loading Bags Into Hopper, Example 3
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Using Table 6, the coupling is classified as fair because the \\UI'ker
can flex the fingers about 9ff' and the bags are semi-rigid (i.e., they
do not sag in the middle). Significant control of the object is not
required at the destination of the lift so the RWL is computed only
at the origin The multipliers are computed from the lifting
equation or detennined from the multiplier tables (Tables 1 to 5,
and Table 7). As shown in Figme 12, the RWL for this activity is
18.9lbs.

3.2.3.3. Ha7Jud Assessment
The ~ight to be lifted (40 lbs) is greater than the RWL (18.9 lbs).
Therefore, the I1 is 40/18.9 or 2.1. This job \Wuld be physically
stressful for many incltmial \\UI'kers.

3.2.3.4. Redesign Suggestiom
The worksheet shows that the smallest multipliers (i.e., the greatest
penalties) are .56 for the HM, .86 for the AM, and .89 for the VM
Using Table 8, the following job nxxlifications are suggested:
1. Bringing the load closer to the worker to increase the HM.
2. Reducing the angle of asynnnetry to increase AM This
could be acromplisbed either by moving the origin and
destination points closer together or further apart.

3. Raising the height at the origin to increase the VM
If the \Wiker could get closer to the bag before lifting, the H value
could be decreased to 10 inches, which \Wuld increase the HM to
1.0, the RWL \Wuld be increased to 33.7lbs, and the I1 \Wuld be
decreased to 1.2 (i.e., 40/33. 7).
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'Jc5B 4N41'f'SiSWOr.. ,-.IEET
Manufacturin!i!
Batch Processor

DEPARTMENT
JOa TITL~

JOa DEBCAIPTION

' baas into mixina

"

ANALYSra NAME
DAT.

~3

STEP 1. Meaaure and record taak varlablea
Hand LocaHon (In)

Obtect
Weight {lbs)
L (AVG.)

40

Oo In

Dest.

v

v

1 L (Max.)

H

I

18 18 10 136

40

H

Venlcal
Distance (In)

Asymmetric Angle (degrees Frequency Rate Duration

Origin

DestinatiOn

11118/mln

(HAS)

c

F

D

A

A

21

48

48

<,2

STEP 2. Determine the multlpllera and compute the RWL'e
RWL = LC • HM • VM • OM , AM , FM • CM

<1

ORIGIN

RWL

=l:ill· m:J· ~·[ill·[]!].[!]]. m::J

·I

18.9 Lbo

DESTINATION

RWL

=lliJ.D·D·D·D·D·D-1

Lbo

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX
ORIGIN

LIFTING INDEX •

DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX

OBJECT WEIGHT (L)

RWL
OBJECT WEIGHT (l)
oo

RWL

40

- '"""TF.9

----

Object
Coupling

.~

=D

Figure 12: Example 3, Job Analysis Worksheet

Fair

I
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3.2.3.5. Comments
This example demonstrates that certain lifting jobs may be
evaluated as a single-task or nrulti-task job. In this case, only the
most stressful component of the job was evaluated For repetitive
lifting jobs, the nrulti-task approach may be more awmp.tiate.
(See Examples 7-10).
3.3. Single Task, Performed Repetitively
3.3.1. Package Jmpection, Example 4
3.3.1.1. .bb Description
The job illustrated in Figme l3 consists of a worker inspecting
compact containers for damage on a low shelf, and then lifting
them with both hands directly in front of the body from shelf 1 to

shelf 2 at a rate of 3/min for a duration of 45 minutes. For this
analysis, asswne that (1) the \\Urker cannot take a step forward
when placing the object at the destination, due to the bottom shelf,
and (2) significant control of the object is required at the
destination. The containers are of optimal design, but without
handles (For classification, refer to Table 6).
3.3.1.2• .bb Analysis
The task variable data are measured and recorded on the task
analysis worksheet (Figme 14). The horizontal distance at the
origin of the lift is 10 inches and the horizontal distance at the
destination of the lift is 20 inches. The height of shelf one is 22
inches and the height of shelf t\\0 is 59 inches. Since the
container is of optimal design, but does not have handles or
handhold cutouts, the coupling is defined as "fair" (see Table 6).
No asymmetric lifting is involved (i.e., A = 0). Significant control
of the load is required at the destination of the lift. Therefore, the
RWL is computed at both the origin and the destination of the lift.
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Ngure 13 Package Inspection, Example 4
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JOB TITLE

JOB DESCRIPTION

Ins};!ect 12ackages

ANALYST'S NAME

~4

DATE

~

Hand Location

Object
Weight Qbs)
L (AVG.)

26

task

'and

L Mox

1 26

Origin
H
v

~n)

Des!.

H

v

10 122 20 '59

Vertical
Distance (In)

D

37

Asymmetric Angle (degrees Frequency Rate Duration

Or In

DestlnaUon

A

0

F

A

3

0

ORIGIN

RWL

=
=(!!]•

DESTINATION

RWL

=Cill· CW· Clil· Clli· [ill. [ill· [QJ

STEP 2. Determine the multipliers and compute the RWL's
RWL
LC • HM • VM • OM • AM • FM • CM

li:QJ•lliJ• [ill• IT:Q] • WJ •[lli

OBJECT WEIGHT (l)

DESTINATION

LIFTING INDEX •

LIFTING INDEX •

RWL

OBJECT WEIGHT (l)
RWL

.75

=
=I

STEP 3. Compute the LIFTING INDEX
ORIGIN

I (HRS

llftstmln

as

=~

26
=~

134.9

lbo

15.2

Lbo

=GJ
=0

Figure 14: Example 4, Job Analysis Worksheet
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c

Fair

I
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The nrultipliers are computed fiom the lifting equation or
determined fiom the multiplier tables (fables 1 to 5, am Table 7).
As shown in Figure 14, the RWL for this activity is 34.9 lbs at the
origin am 152 lbs at the destination
3.3.1.3. llirnud Assessment

The weight to be lifted (26 lbs) is less than the RWL at the origin
(34.9lbs) but greater than the RWL at the destination (15.2 lbs).
The 11 is 26'34.9 or .76 (rouOOed to .8) at the origin, am the 11 is
26/15.2 or 1.7 at the destination These values indicate that the
destination of the lift is mJre stressful than the origin, am that
SOIDe h:althy \WI'kers v.oold find this task physically stressful.
3.3.1.4. Redesign Suggestions

The \\UI"ksheet illustrated in Figure 14 shows that the multipliers
with the smallest magnitude (i.e., those that JXOVide the greatest
penalties) are .50 for the HM at the destination, .78 for the VM,
.87 for the DM, am .88 for the FM at the destination of the lift.
Using Table 8, the following job IDJdifications are suggested:
1. Bring the destination point closer to the \\Ul"ker to increase
the HM value.
2. l..m\er the height of shelf 2 to increase the VM value.
3. Decrease the vertical distance bet\\eell origin am
destination of lift to increase the DM value.

4. Reduce the lifting frequency rate to increase the FM value.

5. M:xtify the task so that there in no need for significant
control of the object at the destination to eliminate the
lower RWL value.

Practical job IDJdifications could include bringing shelf 2 closer to
the \\Ul"ker to reduce H, raising the height of shelf 1 to increase the
72

CM value, lowering the height of shelf 2 to reduce D, or reducing
the need for significant control at the end of the lift by providing a
receiving chute.
3.3.1.5. CoDDIIenls

Since the lifting pattern is continuous over the 45 minute \\crk
session, the lifting frequency is not adjusted using the special
procedure described on page 27.
3.3~

Dish-W-Loibing Mtchine Unlwdng, Exanl(le 5

3.3~1• .lib Descripion

A worker manually lifts trays of clean dishes from a conveyor at
the end of a dish washing machine and loads them on a cart as
shown in Figw-e 15. The trays are filled with assorted dishes (e.g.,
glasses, plates, bowls) and silverware. The job takes ~ 45
minutes and 1 hom to complete, and the lifting frequency rate
averages 5 liftslmin Workers usually twist to one side of their
body to lift the trays (i.e., asymmetric lift) and then rotate to the
other side of their body to lower the trays to the cart in one
smooth continuous motion. The maxinnnn amount of asymmetric
twist varies ~ workers and within \\crkers, however, there is
usually equal twist to either side. Dining the lift the \\crker may
take a step toward the cart. The trays have well designed
handhold cutouts and are made of lightweight materials.

3.3.2.2. .lib Analysis

The task variable data are measured and recorded on the job
analysis \\crksheet (Figw-e 16). At the origin of the lift, the
horizontal distance (H) is 20 inches, the vertical distance (V) is 44
inches, and the angle of asymmetry (A) is 3<1'. At the destination
of the lift, H is 20 inches, V is 7 inches, and A is 3<1'. The trays
normally weigh from 5 lbs to 20 lbs, but for this example, assmne
that all of the trays weigh 20 lbs.
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Figure 15 Dish-Washing Machine Unloading, Example 5
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JOB TITLE

JOB DESCRIPTION

Unloading a dish-washing

ANALYST'S NAMI!
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STEP 1. Measure and record taak variables
Object

Hand Location Qn)

Weight (lbs)

l (AVG.)
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Dest

H
v H
v
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0
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=
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A

A
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STEP 2. Determine the multipliers and compute the RWL'a
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Figure 16: Example 5, Job Analysis Worksheet
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Using Table 6, the coupling is classified as Glod. Significant
control is required at the destination of the lift. Using Table 5, the
FM is determined to be .80. As shown in Figure 16, the RWL is
14.4 lbs at the origin and 13.3 lbs at the destination.
3.3.2.3. Hazard Assessment
The weight to be lifted (20 lbs) is greater than the RWL at both
the origin and destination of the lift (14.4lbs and 13.3 lbs,
xespectively). The U at the origin is 20/14.4 or 1.4 and the U at
the destination is 1.5. These results indicate that this lifting task
\\OO!d be stressful for some \\UI'kexs.
3.3~4.

Redesign Suggestiom

The \\UI"ksheet shows that the smallest multip!iexs (i.e., the greatest
penalties) are .50 for the HM, .80 for the FM, .83 for the VM, and
.90 for the AM Using Table 8, the following job modifications
are suggested:

I. Bring the load closer to the worker to increase HM.
2. Reduce the lifting frequency xate to increase FM
3. Raise the destination of the lift to increase VM
4. Reduce the angle of twist to increase AM by either moving
the origin and destination closer together or moving them
fwtber apnt. Since the horizontal distance (H) is
depeOOent on the width of the tray in the sagittal plane,
this variable can only be reduced by using smaller trays.
Both the DM and VM, however, can be increased by
lowering the height of the origin and increasing the height
of the destination. For example, if the height at both the
origin and destination is 30 inches, then VM and DM are
1.0, as shown in the modified \\UI"ksheet (Figure 17).
Moreover, if the cart is moved so that the twist is
eliminated, the AM can be increased from .90 to 1.00. As
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shown in Figure 17, with these redesign suggestions the
RWL can be increased from 13.3 lbs to 20.4 lbs, and the
U values are minced to 1.0.

3.3.2.5. Ommenls
This analysis was based on a one-hour \\QJ"k session. If a
subsequent \Wl"k session begins before the appropriate recovery
period has elapsed (i.e., 1.2 hours), then the eight-hour category
would be used to compute the FM value.
As in the previous example, since the lifting pattern is continuous
over the full duration of the \\QJ"k sample (i.e., more than 15
minutes), the lifting frequency is not adjusted using the special
procedure described on page 27.
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DI!PARTMENT
JOB TrTLI!

Food Service
Cafeteria Worker

JOB DEICRIPTION
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3.3.3. Procb:t Packaging I, Exan1Jie 6
3.3.3.1. lib Description
In the job illustrated in Figure 18, products \\cighing 25 lbs arrive
via a conveyor at a rate of 1-per minute, where a worker packages
the product in a cardboard box and then slides the packaged box to
a conveyor behind table B. Asswne that significant control of the
object is not required at the destination, but that the \\Ufker twists
to pick up the product; also ~ that the worker can flex the
fingers to the desired 9(f angle to grasp the container. The job is
performed for a nonnal 8-hour shift, including regular rest
allowance breaks.

3.3.3.2. lib Analysis
The task variable data are measured and recorded on the job
analysis worksheet (Figure 19). At the origin, the vertical location
(V) is 24 inches and the horiwntallocation is 14 inches. At the
destination, the vertical location is 40 inches, which represents the
height of table B plus the height of the box, and the horizontal
location is 16 inches.

Using Table 6, the coupling is classified as fair. The worker twists
9(f to pick up the product. The job is performed for an 8-hour
shift with a frequency rate of 1-lift per minute. Using Table 5, the
FM is determined to be .75. Since significant control is not
required at the destination, then the RWL is only computed at the
origin of the lift. The multipliers are computed from the lifting
equation or determined from the multiplier tables (Tables 1 to 5,
and Table 7). As shown in Figure 19, the RWL for this lifting
task is 16.4 lbs.
3.3.3.3. Hazanl Assessment
The \\eight to be lifted (25 lbs) is greater than the RWL (16.4 lbs).
Therefore, the Il is 25/16.4 or 1.5. This task would be stressful
for some healthy workers.
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Figure 18 Packaging I, Example 6
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Figure 19: Example 6, Job Analysis Worksheet
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3.3.3.4. Redesign Suggestions

The \Wl'ksheet shows that the nrultipliers with the smallest
magnitude (i.e., tbJse puviding the greatest penalties) are .71 for
the HM, .71 for the AM, and .75 for the I'M Using Table 8, the
following job modifications are suggested:

i.

Bring the load closer to the \Wrlrer to increase HM

2. Mwe the lift's origin and destination closer together to
reduce the angle of twist and increase the AM
3. Reduce the lifting frequency rate and/or provide longer
recovery periods to increase I'M
Assuming that the large horizontal distance is due to the size of the
object lifted rather than the existence of a barrier, then the
horizontal distance could only be reduced by making the object
smaller or re-orienting the object. An alternate approach \\OOI.d be
to eliminate body twist by puviding a curved chute to bring the
object in front of the \\Ulirer. For this modified job (\Wl'ksheet
shown in Figure 20), the AM is increased from 0.71 to 1.0, the
HM is increased from 0.71 to O.n, the RWL is increased from
16.4 lbs to 25 lbs, and the U is decreased from 1.5 to 1.00.
Eiminating body twist reduces the physical stress to an acceptable
level for ImSt workers. Alternate redesign recomiiCldations could
include: (1) raising the height of conveyor A and/or reducing the
height of \Wfk bench B; or, (2) Providing good coupling; on the
containers. For example, the curved chute could also be designed
to bring the load to a height of 30 in:hes. This \\OOI.d increase the
VM, DM, and CM values to 1.0, \Wich \\OO!d reduce the lifting
index even further.
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JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
DEPARTMENT
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Figure 20: Example 6, Modified Job Analysis Worksheet

3.3.3.5. ComDmls:

Although several alternate redesign suggestiom are provided,
reducing the asymmetric angle should be given a high priority
because a significant number of overexertion lifting injuries are
associated with excessive lumbar rotation and flexion

As in the earlier examples, the lifting pattern is continuom over
the full dmation of the \\UI'k sessions. Thus, the lifting fu:quency
is not adjusted ming the special procedure described in the
Frequency Component section on page 27.
3.4. Repetitive Multi-Task, Sbort-Dumtion
3.4.1. Depalletizing ~r.dion, ~e 7
3.4.1.1• .lib Description
A \\UI'ker unloads 12-lb cartons from a pallet onto a conveyor, as
illustrated in Figure 21. The cartons are vertically stacked from
the floor in five tiers. No twisting is required \\hen picking up
and putting down the cartons, and the \\Ufker is free to step on the
pallet to get close to each carton (i.e., only one layer in depth from
the front of the pallet nrust be analyzed). Walking and carrying
are minimized by keeping the pallels close to the conveyor, and
significant control of the object is not required at the destination of
the lift. The vertical location (V) at the origin, horizontal location
(H), and vertical travel distance (D), vary from one lift to the next.
3.4.1.2. .))b Analysis

Since the job comists of more than one distinct task and the task
variables often change, the multi-task lifting analysis procedure
should be used.
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This job is divided into five tasks teptcscnting the five tiers of
loaded pallets. Task numbering is atbitraiy and the sequencing
docs not reflect the Older in which the tasks are pcrform::d. It is
important, however, to identifY each distinct type of lifting task.
Note, it may not be appropriate to use the lifting equation for
mixed-task jobs that require significant anx>unts of pushin&
pulling, or canying.

The following tncast.n"CilCitobscrvations were made and recorded
on the job analysis \\Ul"kshect (Figure 22):
I. Carton dimensions are 16 inches x 16 inches x 16 inches.
2. The vertical locations at the origin represent the position of the
hands under the carton'l. The top of the conveyor is 20 inches
from the floor.

3. For this example, assume that the horizontal locations were not
nrasurcd, but estimated IEing the formulas provided in the
Horizontal Multiplier section on page 14. From tbesc
formulas, H = (8 + 1612) or 16 inches for the top four tiers
and H = (10 + 1612) or 18 inches for the bottom tier.
4. The pallet is 4 inches in height.
5. No asynnnetric lifting is involved (i.e., A = 0).

6. Cartons are continuously \Dlloaded at the tate of 12-per minute
(i.e, 2.4 liftslmin per tier) for I hour.
7. The job consists of continuous 1-hour -oork sessions separated
by 90-minute recovery periods.
8. Using Table 6, the coupling is classified as fair.
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Figure 22: Example 7, JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
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The multi-task lifting analysis consists of the following three steps:
1. Compute the irequm;y-inlependent-RWL (FIRWL) and
trequm;y-inlependent- lifting index (Fill) values for each
task ming a default FM of 1.0.

2. Compute the single-task-RWL (S1RWL) and single-task-lifting
index (SITl) for each task Note, in this example,
intetpolation was used to compute the FM value for each task
becall'le the lifting trequm;y rate was not a \\hole number
(i.e., 2.4).
3. Renumber the tasks in order of decreasing physical stress, as
determined from the STI1 value, starting with the task with the
largest STil.

Stetll

Compute the FIRWL and Flll values for each task ming a default
FM of 1.0. The multi-task lifting analysis consists of the
following three steps:
1. Compute the frequm;y-inlependent-RWL (FIRWL) and
trequm;y-independent- lifting index (Fill) values for each
task ming a default FM of 1.0.
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 5

FIRWL
20.4 lbs
28.4 lbs
28.7 lbs
23.8 lbs
19.9 lbs

FILl
.6
.4
.4
.5
.6

These results indicate that none of the tasks are particularly
stressful, from a strength point of view, but that tiers 1 and 5 do
require the most strength. Remember, however, that these results
do not take the trequm;y of lifting into consideration.
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Step_2
Compute the SlRWL and Sill values for each task, where
STRW...
FIRIM.... x FM. The fM for each task is determined
by inteipolating berneen the fM values for 2 and 3 lifts/minute
from Col= 2 of Table 5. The results are displayed in Figure 22.

=

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier4
Tier 5

STRWL

STU

18.4 lbs
25.6 lbs
25.8 lbs
21.41bs
17.9 lbs

.7
.5
.5
.6
.7

These results suggest tha none of the tasks ere stressful, if
peiformed individudly. Note, however, tha these vdues do not
consider the combined effects of dl of the tasks.

Renumber the tasks, starting with the task with the largest Sill
value, and ending with the task with the smallest Sill value. If
more than one task has the same
value, assign the lower task
nwnber to the task with the highest frequency.

sru

3.4.1.3. Ha:nud Assessment
Compute the composite-lifting index (CLI) for the job, using the
renumbered tasks as described in the Multi-Task procedures on
page43.
As shown on Figure 22, the CI1 value for this job is 1.4. This
means that some healthy \\Qrkers would find this job physically
stressful. Therefore, some redesign may be needed Analysis of
the results suggest that any three of these tasks would probably
result in a CI1 below 1.0, which would be acceptable for nearly all
healthy \\Qrkers. However, when the other two tasks are added,
the overall frequency increases the lifting index above 1.0. This
suggests that the overall frequency should be reduced to limit the
physical stress associated with this job.
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3.4.1.4. Redesign Suggestiom
The worksheet illmtrated in Figure 22 indicates that the nrultipliers
with the smallest magnitude (i.e., those puviding the greatest
penalties) are .56 for the HM at Tier 1; .63 for the HM at Tiers 2
through 5; .72 for the VM at Tier 5; and .81 for the VM at Tier 1.
Using Table 8, the following job mxlliications are suggested:
l. Bring the carton<; closer to the worker to increase the HM
value.

2 Lmwr the height for Tier five to increase the VM value.
3. Raise the height of tier ore to increase the VM value.
The FlLI values are all less than 1.0, indicating that strength
should not be a problem for any of these tasks. Mlreover, the
S1U were all less than 1.0, indicating that none of the tasks VIOO!d
be physically s1ressful, if performed individually. When the
combined physical demands of the tasks are COil'lidered, however,
the resulting ru exceeds 1.0. This is likely due to the high
frequency rate for the combined job. Since a mnnber of
simplifying asswnptions were made in this example, however, a
roore detailed Iretabolic analysis of such a job may be needed
before implem::nting ergonomic redesign. Such an analysis is
described in detail by Garg et d. (1978).
An engineering approach should be the first choice for job
redesign (i.e., physical changes in layout, such as raising or
lmwring shelves, tables, or pallets) rather than worker compliance.
In this case, the high frequency rate is a significant problem and
should be rednm A redt.x:tion in frequency could decrease the
ru to about 1.0.
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3.4.1.5. Conmenls

With roore complicated tasks, such a simple solution will not
necessarily be possible, and roore detailed analyses may be
required to determine rompessive forces, strength requirements,
and energy expenditures.

3.4.2. Harvling Oms of licpd, ~e 8
3.4.2.1. .lib Description

A 'IWrlrer unloads cans of liquids from a cart to three storage
shelves as sho\W in Figure 23. Although the cans are lifted in the
sagittal plane ~ moved between shelves, they are usually lifted
asynnnetrically, from one side of the body to the other, ~ lifted
from the cart to the shelves. The worker may take a step ~
placing the cans onto the shelf. The cans do not have nx.Jlded
handholds, so the 'IWrlrer hooks his fingers or slides his hand under
the tinned edge of the can to lift it. When lifting to the top shelf,
mxkers usually reposition their grip near the end of the lift. The

mxk pattern consists of intennittent, six-minute mxk sessions
separated by three-minute recovery periods. The actual lifting
frequency during the six-minute mxk sessions was 9 lifts/minute.
There is a 90-minute txeak after each hour of work.

3.4.2.2. .lib Analysis
Since the job consists of roore than one distinct task and the task
variables change often, the multi-task lifting analysis procedure
should be used
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Figure 23 Handling Cans of Liquid, Example 8

This job is divided into three tasks. Task 1 is defined as lifting
from the cart to the lov= shelf. Task 2 is defined as lifting to the
center shelf, and Task 3 is defined as lifting to the upper shelf.
Since task 3 requires a reposition of grip at the destination, it must
be analyzed at both the origin (Task 3a) and the destination of the
lift (Task 3b). The left and right shelf positions are considered to
be equivalent, since the 'Mlfker can step toward the shelf during
the lift.
The following task variable data were measw-ed and recorded on
the job analysis 'MJfksheet (Figure 24):

1. Cans are 8 inches in height.
2. Cart is 15 inches high.
3. Shelf 1 is 2 inches high.
4. Shelf 2 is 22 inches high.
5. Shelf 3 is 42 inches high.
6. At the origin, the horizontal distance (H) is 17 inches, the
vertical height (V) is 23 inches, and the angle of asymmetry
(A) is 4SO for all lifts.

7. At the destination, H is 22 inches, and A is 4SO for all lifts.
8. The cans are lifted in an intennittent 'Mlfk pattern at a rate of
9 lifts/min (i.e., 3 lifts/min per shelf) for a duration of 1 hour.
9. Using Table 6, the couplings are classified as poor.
The nrulti-task lifting analysis consists of the following three steps:

1. Compute the frequency-independent-RWL (FIRWL) and
frequency-independent- lifting index (FIIl) values for each
task using a default fM of 1.0.
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2. Compute the single-task-RWL (SlRWL) and single-task-lifting
index (SILl) for each task. Note: Since the \\Urk prttern is
not continoous for the IS-minute sample, the lifting frequency
is adjusted using the special proa:dure described on ptge 27.
3. Renumber the tasks in order of decreasing physical stress, as
determined from the S11l value, starting with the task with the
largest Slll.

Stetl..l
Compute the FIRWL and Flll values for each task using a default
1M of 1.0. The other nrultipliers are computed from the lifting
equation or determined from the nrultiplier tables (fable 1 to 5,
and Table 7). The FIRWL and Flll values are computed only at
the origin for Tasks 1 and 2, but since significant control is
required for Task 3, the values must be computed at both the
origin and destination of the lift
Task 1
Task2
Task 3a
Task 3b

FIRWL
21.2 lbs
22.1 lbs
19.7 lbs
13.7 lbs
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FILl
1.4
1.4
1.5
2.2

These results indicate that all of the tasks may req,.re considerable
strength, especially at the destination of Task 3. Remember,
however, that these results do not take the frequency of lifting into

consideration.

Compute the SIRWL and STil values for each task, \\here the
SIRWL for a task is equivalent to the product of the FIRWL and
the FM for that task. In this example, the \\\Jik pattern is
intermittent so the frequency is adjusted using the special
procedure. Thus, for this job, F = (3 lifts/minute x 6
minutes/period x 2 periods) I 15 minutes, \\bich is equal to 36115,
or 2.4 lifts/minute. As in the previous example, the FM values
must be detennined by interpolating between the FM values for 2
and 3 lifts/minute from Column 2 of Table 5. The results are
displayed in Figure 24 and summarized below.
Task
Task
Task
Task

1
2
3a
3b

STRWL.

STU

19.1 lbs
19.9 lbs
17.71bs
12.4 lbs

1.6
1.5
1.7
2.4

These results indicae tha dl of the tafks would be paticulaly
stressfol, ifpeiformed individudly. Note, however, tha these
vdues do not consider the combined effects of dl of the tafks.

Renumber the tasks, starting with the task with the largest STil
value, and ending with the task with the smallest STil value. If
more than one task has the same STil value, assign the lower task
mnnber to the task with the highest frequency.
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Figure 24: Example 8, JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

3.4.2.3. Hazanl Assessment

Compute the composite-lifting index (CU) using the renumbered
tasks. Recall that a special procedtn'e is used to detennine the
appropriate FM values \\hen (I) repetitive lifting is performed for
short duratiom, and (2) sufficient recovery periods are provided
For example, the frequency for each task in this example is
determined by multiplying the actual frequency rate (3 lifts per
minute) times the duration (12 minutes), and dividing the result by
15 minutes to obtain an adjusted frequency rate of 2.4 lifts per
minute, which is used to compute the CU.
As shown in Figure 24, the Cil for this job is 2.9, which indicates
that there is a significant level of physical stress associated with
this job. It appears that strength is a problem for all three tasks,
since the FlU values all exceed 1.0. Therefore, the overall
physical demands of the job are primarily the result of excessive
strength demands, rather than the lifting frequency rate. This may
not be the case if the duration exceeds 15 minutes, due to an
increase in eiXiurance demands.

3.4.2.4. Redesign Suggestiom
The \\\JI'ksheet illustrated in Figure 24 sho\W that the multipliers
with the smallest magnitude (i.e., those providing the greatest
penalties) are .46 for the HM for Task 3 at the destination; .59 for
the HM for Tasks I, 2, and 3 at the origin; .85 for the VM for
Task 3 at the destination; .86 for the AM for all tasks at the origin
and destination; and, .90 for the CM for all tasks.
Using Table 8, the following job modifications are suggested:
1. Bring the load closer to the \\\JI'ker to increase HM by
reducing the size of the can and/or brioging the load
between the \\\JI'ker's legs.

2. Reduce the angle of twist to increase AM by moving the
origin and destination closer together or fi.nther apart.
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3. Provide contaiix:rs with handles or handhold cutouts to
increase eM
4. Raise the origin of the lift to increase VM
Raising the vertical height at the origin \\OO!d also decrease the
vertical displaren ent (D), and redoce the angle of twist. Since the
size of the H value at the origin depems on the size of the
container, the only way to redoce H \\OO!d be to redoce the
container size. An additional berrlt of reducing container size is
an accompmying reduction in H at the destination for Task 3.

lf(l) the height of the cart is in:reased, (2) twisting is eliminaterl,
and (3) Task 3 is deleted, then the FIRWL for Tasks 1 and 2
\\OO!d be 27.1 lb; (i.e., 51 X .59 X 1.0 X 1.0 X 1.0 X 1.0 X 0.90),
and the F111 \\OO!d be reduced from 1.4 to 1.1, \\hich \\OO!d be
acceptable to many JOOre \\U'kers than before.
As an alternative, an engineering modification could include a
design that allows the shelves to either revolve vertically or rotate
horizontally for 100re storage space at the optimum lifting height
of 30 ilrhes. This design \\OO!d eliminate the n:ed to bend or
reach \\bile lifting, \\hich is a safer design.

3.4.2.5. Cbmmenls
In this example, the cans were not stacked higher than a single can
on the cart. The cans, however, could be stacked higher. For a
second layer, the vertical height (V) at the origin \\OO!d be near
knuckle height (Le., about 31 iirhes). The vertical nrultiplier
(VM) \\OO!d be increased and the FIRWL \\OO!d be higher than
for lifting from the I~ layer, thus reducing the risk. A third
layer, however, may increase the risk of overexertion uyury and
result in a 100re stressful job for scm: \\U'kers.
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3.5. Repetitive Multi-T•k, I.Dng-Dumtion (> 2 brs)
3.5.1. ProWct Pacliaging IJ, ~e 9
3.S.Ll• .lib Drscription

Rolls of paper \\cighing 25 lbs each are pulled off a llX>ving
conveyor to work stations where they are Wiapp::d and placed in
boxes, as shown in Figure 25. Conveyor delivery allow.; the roll
to slide to the wrapping area, but the roll must be manipulated as it
is wrapped After wrapping, the roll is lifted from the table and
placed in a box. The box is closed, secured, and lifted to a pallet.
The \Wrlrer completes this operation once per mimrte for a
continuous duration of 8 hours. The worker does not twist when
lifting the rolls of paper. The first lift (from the table to the box)
requires significant control at the destination The second lift
(from box to pallet) does not require significant control at the
destination
3.5.1.2. .lib Analysis

Since the job consists of more than one task, the nrulti-task lifting
analysis procedure should be used Task 1 consists of lifting the
roll of paper from the table and placing it into a cardboard box,
and Task 2 consists of lifting the loaded box from the floor onto
the pallet. No asynnnetric lifting is involved in either task (i.e., A
= 0). The following task variable data \Wee measured and
recorded on the job analysis worksheet (Figure 26).
Task I·

1. At the origin of the lift, the horizontal distance (H) is 21
inches and the vertical distance (V) is 38 inches.
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Figure 26: Example 9, JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
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1.7

2. At the destination of the lift, H is I 0 inches and V is 36

inches.
3. If the rolls are handled lengthwise, as shown in Figure 25, then
the couplings are classified as "poor", because the fingers can't
be flexed near 9f11. (See Table 6).
Task2:
1. At the origin of the lift, H is 10 inches and V is 0 inches.
2. At the destination of the lift, His 10 inches and Vis 6 inches.

3. The couplings are classified as "fair'' because the fingers can
be flexed under the box about 9fJ1 (See Table 6).
The lifting frequency rate for each task is 1 lift/minute. This
m:ans that nw lifts occur each minute, since both Task 1 and
Task 2 occur about once per minute.
The nrulti-task lifting analysis consists of the following three steps:

1. Compute the frequency-independent-RWL (FIRWL) and
frequency-independent- lifting index (Fill) values for each
task ming a default FM of 1.0.
2. Compute the single-task-RWL (SIRWL) and single-task-lifting
index (S1Ll) for each task.
3. Renwnber the tasks in increasing order of physical stress, as
determined from the S1U value, starting with the task with the
largest S1U.
~

Compute the FlRWL and Flll values for each task ming a default
FM of 1.0. The other nrultipliers are computed from the lifting
equation or determined from the nrultiplier tables (Table 1 to 5,
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and Table 7). Since Task I requires significant control at the
destination, the FIRWL value must be calculated at both the origin
(Task la) and the destination (Task lb) of the lift.
FIRWL
FILl
Task la 20.7 lbs 1.2
Task lb 44.1 lbs .6
Task 2
37.8 lbs .7

The results indicate that these tasks should not reqlire excessive
strength. Remember, ll<Mever, that these results do not take the
frequency of lifting into consideration

Compute the S1RWL and STI1 values for each task, \\here the
S1RWL for a task is equivalent to the product of the FIRWL and
the FM for that task. Based on the given frequencies, vertical
heights, and durations, the FM values are detennined frmn Table 5.
The results are displayed in Figme 26 and S\IIIllll3rized below.
STRWL

STU

Task la 15.5 lbs 1.6
Task lb 33.1 lbs .8
Task 2 28.4 lbs .9

These results indicate that, if perfonned individually, Task 2 \\OOld
not be stressful, but that Task I woW/ be strr!SS.fli for some
healthy \Wlkers. Note, ho\WVer, that these values do not consider
the combined effects of all of the tasks.

Renumber the tasks, starting with the task with the largest STI1
value, and ending with the task with the smallest sru value. If
more than one task has the same STI1 value, assign the lower task
nwnber to the task with the highest frequency.
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3.5.1.3. lla:TJud Assessment
Compute the composite-lifting index (Cll) using the renumbered
tasks. Only the origin or destination component with the largest
S1ll is used to compute the ru for the job when significant
control is required for a task. As shown in Figure 26, the ru for
this job is 1.7, \Wi.ch indicates that this job wolid be physicdly
stressfd for some heiithy workers.

3.5.1.4. Redesign Suggestiom
The \Wlksheet illustrated in Figure 26 shows that the multipliers
with the smallest magnitude (i.e., those puviding the greatest
penalties) for this task are .48 for the HM at the origin ofTask 1,
.78 for the VM for Task 2, and .90 for the CM at the origin and
destination of Task l. Using Table 8, the following job

IOOdificatiom are suggested:
1. Bring the load closer to the \WI'ker to increase HM by
reducing the size of the roll and/or !:ringing the load between
the \Wrlrer's legs at the origin for Task l.

2. Raise the vertical height of the lift for Task 2 at the origin and
at the destination to increase VM
3. Provide better couplings for Task 1 to increase CM
The largest penalty COJn':S ftom lifting the rolls ftom the wrapping
table into the box. A practical job redesign \\Ould be to provide a
recess for the box at the end of the table, so that the \WI'ker could
easily slide the roll into the box without lifting it The \\U£ker
could then slide the box to the edge of the table, and lift it ftom
the table to the pallet This job IOOdification \\0\lld allow the
\WI'ker to get closer to the load when lifting, \Wi.ch \\Ould increase
the FIRWL and decrease the FILL
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As an alternative job modification, the 'M>rker could be rotated
from this job to a job with light 'M>rk every one to two hours to
decrease the lifting duration. This 'M>uld provide a sufficient
recovery period for the 'M>rker, so that fatigue 'M>uld not become a
problem. The light duty 'M>I'k, ho~er, should last for at least .3
times the amount of time spent on the packaging job.
3.5.1.5. Coiiilitilt\
There is an inherent danger in trying to simplify a complex lifting
job. The overriding concern is that the worker is not exposed to
excessive biomechanical or physiological stress. This multi-task
analysis procedure was designed to provide a series of intermediate
values that 'M>uld help guide the redesign of physically demanding
lifting tasks. These values include the FIRWL, Fill, S1RWL, and
S1U. These intermediate values should not be used as design
limits, since they only provide task specific infonnation. The
overall risk of injury for a lifting job is dependent upon the
combined effects of the job, rather than the individual effects of
the tasks.
3.5.2. Warehome Older Filling, Exaiqje 10
3.5.2.1 .bb Description
A 'M>rker lifts cartons of various sizes from supply shelves onto a
cart as illustrated in Figure 27. There are three box sizes (i.e., A,
B, and C) of various weights. These lifting tasks are typical in

warehousing, shipping, and receiving activities in which loads of
varying weights and sizes are lifted at different frequencies.
Assume that the following observations were made: (1) control of
the load is not required at the destination of any lift; (2) the
'M>rker does not twist when picking up and putting down the
cartons; (3) the worker can get close to each carton; and, (4)
walking and carrying are minimized by keeping the cart close to
the shelves.
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3.5.2.2. .bb Analysis
Since the job consists of more than one distinct task and the task
variables often change, the IIRilti-task lifting analysis procedtn"e
should be used.
This job can be divided into three tasks represented by cartons A,
B, and C. The following measurements were made and recorded
on the job analysis worksheet (Figure 28):
l. The horimntallocations (H) for each task at the origin and
destination are as follows: Box A, 16 inches; Box B, 12
inches; and, Box C, 8 inches.

2. The vertical locations (V) at the origin are taken to be the
position of the hands under the cartons as follows: Box A, 0
inches; Box B, 0 inches; and, Box C, 30 inches.
3. The vertical locations (V) at the destination are the vertical
position on the cart as follows: Box A, 30 inches; Box B, 6
inches; and, Box C, 39 inches.
4. The average weights lifted for each task are as follows: Box
A, 22 lbs; Box B, 33 lbs; and, Box C, 11 lbs.
5. The maximwn weights lifted for each task are as follows: Box
A, 33 lbs; Box B, 44 lbs; and, Box C, 22 lbs.
6. No asymmetric lifting is involved (i.e., A = 0).

7. The lifting frequency rates for each task are as follows: Box A,
1 lift/min; Box B, 2 lifts/min; and Box C, 5 lifts/min
8. The lifting duration for the job is 8 homs, however, the
maximwn weights are lifted infrequently (i.e., less than or
equal to once every 5 minutes for 8 hours)

9. Using Table 6, the coupling<; are classified as fair.
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Figure 28: Example 10, JOB ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

3.S

The multi-task lifting analysis consists of the following three steps:

1. Compute the frequency-independent-RWL (FlRWL) and
frequency-independent-lifting index (Fill) values for each
task using a default FM of 1.0.
2. Compute the single-task-RWL (SlRWL) and single-task-lifting
index (STil) for each task.
3. Renumber the tasks in order of decreasing physical stress, as
determined from the S1Il value, starting with the task with the
largest Slli.

Compute the FIRWL and Flll values for each task using a default
FM of 1.0. The other nrultipliers are computed from the lifting
equation or determined from the nrultiplier tables (Table I to 5,
and Table 7). Recall that the Flll is computed for each task by
dividing the maximum weight of that task by its FIRWL.
FIRWL

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

FILl

21.0 lbs 1.6
31.4 lbs 1.4
51.0 lbs .4

These results indicae tha two of the tarks require strength
demmds tha exceed the RWL level. Remember, however, tha
these results do not tdce the frequency of lifting into considen:tion
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Compute the SIRWL and SILl values for each task, 'Mlere the
SIRWL for a task is equivalent to the product of the FIRWL and
the FM for that task Recall that the SI1LI is computed for each
task by dividing the average weight of that task by its SIRWL.
The awropriate FM values are detennined fiom Table 5.
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3

STRWI..
STU
15.8 lbs 1.4
20.4 lbs 1.6
17.8 lbs .6

These results indicae tha Tasks 1 ad 2 wauld be stressful for
some w~. ifperformed individud/y. Note. however, tha
these vdues do not consider the combined effects of dl of the
tasks.

StQl.3.
Renumber the tasks, starting with the task with the largest SILl
value, and erxling with the task with the smallest SILl value. If
more than one task has the sam: SILl value, assign the 10\\tt task
I1UIIllx:r to the task with the highest fu:que!K:y.
3.5.2.3. Hrnnd Assessment

Compute the composite-lifting index (CLI) using the renumbered
tasks. As s1mw in Figure 28, the ru for this job is 3.6, \Wich
indicates that this job \\OO!d be physically stressful for nearly all
\Wrlrers. Analysis of the results suggests that the combined effects
of the tasks are significantly more stressful than any individual
task.
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3.5.2.4. Redesign Suggestiom
Developing a redesign strategy for a job depends on tangible and
intangible factors that may be difficult to evaluate, including
costs/benefits, feasibility, and practicality. No preferred procedure
has been developed and tested. Therefore, the following
suggestions represent only one approach to ergonomic job
modification.
In this example, the magnitude of the Fill, Sill, and ru values
indicate that both strength and endurance \\U!Ild be a problem for
many workers. Therefore, the redesign should attempt to decrease
the physical demands by m:xlifying the job layout and decrease the
physiological demands by reducing the frequency rate or duration
of continuous lifting. If the maximum weights \Wre eliminated
fi:om the job, then the ru \\U!Ild be significantly reduced, the job
\\U!Ild be less stressful, and more \\mkers could perform the job
than before.

Those lifts with strength problems should be evaluated for specific
engineering changes, such as (1) decreasing carton size or
removing baniers to reduce the horizontal distance; (2) raising or
lo~g the origin of the lift; (3) reducing the vertical distance of
the lift; improving carton couplings, and 4) decreasing the weight
to be lifted. The redesign priority for this example is based on
identifying interventions that provide the largest increase in the
FIRWL for each task (Step 2 on worksheet). For example, the
maximum weight lifted for carton A is unacceptable; however, if
the carton at the origin \Wre on the upper shelf, then the FIRWL
for Task 1 \\U!Ild increase fi:om 21.0 lbs to 27.0 lbs. The
maximum weight lifted still exceeds the FIRWL, but lifts of
average weight are now below the FIRWL. Additionally,
providing handles, decreasing box size, or reducing the load to be
lifted will decrease the stress of manual lifting.
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3.5.2.5. Commenls
This example deimnstrates the complexity of analyzing nrulti-task
lifting jobs. &mrs resulting from averaging, and emJrS
introduced by ignoring otlx7 factors (e.g., walking, carrying,
holding, pushing and pulling activities, and environmental
stressors), can only be resolved with detailed biom.x:hanical,
metabolic, cardiovascular, and psychophysical evaluatiom.

Several important application principles are illustrated in this
example:
1. The horizontal distance (H) for Task 3 was less than the 10.0
inches mininnnn. Therefore, H was set equal to 10 inches
(i.e., nrultipliers must be less than or equal to 1.0).
2. The vertical travel distance (D) in Task 2 was less than the 10
inches mininnnn. Therefore, D was set equal to 10 inches.
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GLOSSARY
Action limit (AL)
A term from the 1981 WPG that denotes the weight limit that
nearly all workers can perform safely. The term has been replaced
in the 1991 equation with the term Reconnnended Weight Limit
(seeRWL).

Angle of Asymmetly (A)
The angle between the Asymmetric Line and the Sagittal Line of
the workers lxxly, as defined by the worker's neutral lxxly
position; measure at the origin and destination of lift and use to
compute the Asymmetric MJ!tiplier (see Asymmetric Line,
Asymmetric MJ!tiplier, and Neutral lxxly position).
Asymmetric Multipier (AM)

A reduction coefficient defined as (1-(.0032A)), has a maximum
value of 1.0 when the load is lifted directly in front of the body
and decreases linearly as the Angle of Asymrretry (A) increases.
Asymmetly line
The auxiliary line that connects the mid-point of the line drawn

between the inner ankle bones and the point projected down to the
floor directly below the center of the hand grasps.
Co~ire lifting Index (01)
The term that denotes the overall lifting index for a multi-task

manual lifting job.
Cooping OIMification
The three-tiered classification of the quality of the coupling
between the workets hands and the object (either good, fair, or
poor); used in the Coupling MJ!tiplier (see CM).
Cooping Multipier(0\1)
A reduction coefficient based on the Coupling Classification and
Vertical Location of the lift (values found in Table 7).
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Distmce Varial:ie (D)
The vertical travel distance of the hands ~ the origin and
destination of the lift measured in inch:s or centitreters; used in
the Distance Multiplier (see DM).
Distmce Multipier (DM)A reduction coefficient defined as (.82 + Q.8/D)), for D measured
in iD::hes, and (.82 + (4.5/D)), forD measured in centitreters.
Dumtion of I.Hting
The three-tiered classification (either short, mxlerate, or long) of
lifting duration specified by the distrih!tion of work-titre and
recovery-titre (work pattern).

Frequency of lifting (F)
The average number of lifts per mimJte over a 15 minute period;
used in the FrequeiX:y Multiplier (see FM)
Frequency Multipier (FM)
A reduction coefficient that depends upon the FrequeiX:y of Lifting
(F), the Vertical Location (V) at the origin, and the Duration of
Lifting (values found in Table 5).
Frequency-Independent lifting Index (FlU)
A term defined as (LY(HRWL), identifies iOOividual tasks with
potential strength problems, values exceeding 1.0 suggest that
ergonomic changes may be needed to decrease the strength
denmxls.
Frequency-Independent Reronmended Weight l..imi1s (FlRWL)
A value used in a multi-task assessm:nt; product of all the
reduction coefficients and the LC, holding FM equal to t.mity;
reflects the overall strength denmxls for a single repetition of that
task; used in FrequeiX:y-Jndependent Lifting Index (see Flll).
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Horizon131 Locafion (H)
The horizontal distance between the mid-point of the hand grasps
projected down to the floor and the mid-point of the line between
the inner ankle bones; ll'led in the Horizontal Mlltiplier (see HM).
Horizon131 Multipjer (HM)
A reduction coefficient defined as 10/H, for H measured in inches,
and 25/H, for H measured in centimeters.
lifting Index (IJ)
A term defined as IJRWL; generally relates the level of physical
stress associated with a particular manual lifting task to the number
of workers who should be able to perform the task (see Load
Weight). A value of 1.0 or more denotes that the task is
lmardous for some fraction of the population.
liftingT~k

A term denoting the act of manually grasping an object of
definable size and mass with nw hands, and vertically moving the
object without mechanical assistance.
Load Cons1ant (LC)
A constant term in the RWL equation defined as a fixed weight of
23 kg or 51 lb; generally considered the maxinrum load nearly all
healthy workers should be able to lift under optimal conditions (i.e.
all the reduction coefficients are unity).
Load Weight (L)
A term defining the weight of the object to be lifted, in pounds or
Newtons, including the container; ll'led in the Lifting Index (see
U)
l.ong-dmdion
A term defining lifting tasks that have a duration of between t\W
and eight hours with standard industrial rest allowances (e.g.,
morning, lunch, and afternoon rest breaks).
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Mxler.lle-duation
A term defining lifting tasks that have a duration of between one
and two hours, follo\Wrl by a recovery period of at least 0.3 times
the work time [i.e., at least a 0.3 recovery-time to work-time ratio
(RTIWI)].
Poor Couping

A term defining a poor hand-to-object coupling that generally
requires higher maxinrum grasp forces and 1hus specifies a
decreased acceptable \Wight for lifting.
.Reco~J~~Dended Weigbt limit (RWL)

The product of the lifting equation; the load that nearly all beallhy

wodcers could perform over a substantial period of time for a
specific set of task conditiorn.
Sagittal line
The line passing through the mid-point between the inner ankle
bones and lying in the sagittal plane, as defined by the neutral
body position

Sbort-clmltion
A term defining lifting tasks that have a work duration of one hour
or less, follo\Wrl by a recovery time equal to 1.2 times the work
time [i.e., at least a 1.2 recovery-time to work-time ratio
(RTIWI)].

Significant Control
A term defining a coodition requiring "Jrecisjon placement" of the
load at the destination of the lift (e.g.: 1. the \\Orlrer has to
re-grasp the load near the destination of the lift, 2. the worker has
to momentarily hold the object at the destination, or 3. the worker
has to position or guide the load at the destination).
Single-Task lifting Index (Sill)
A term defined as (LY(SIRWL); identifies individual tasks with
potentially excessive physical demands and can prioritize the
individual tasks according to the magnittxle of their physical stress;
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values exceeding 1.0, suggest that ergonomic changes may be
needed to decrease the overall physical demands of the task.
Singl~TMk Recommended Weight limit (S1RWL)
A value used in a multi-task assessrrent; the product ofFIRWL
and the awropiiate FM; reflects the overall demands of that task,
assuming it was the only task being performed :May be used to
help determine if an individual task represents excessive physical
demand; used in Single-Task Lifting Index (see S1Ll).

Verticall.ocation (V)
The distance of the hands above the floor m:asured at the origin
and destination of the lift in inches or ceotimeters; used in the
Vertical Multiplier (see VM).
Vertical Multipjer (VM)
A reduction coefficient defined as (1-(.0075 JV-30!)), for V
measured in inches, and (l-(.003JV-75J)), for V measured in
centimeters.
Wddl("')
The width of the container in the sagittal plane.
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In 1985, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
convened an ad hoc committee of experts who reviewed the current literature on
lifting, recommend criteria for defining lifting capacity, and in 1991 developed a
revised lifting equation. Subsequently, NIOSH developed the documentation for
the equation and played a prominent role in recommending methods for interpreting the results of the equation. The 1991 equation reflects new findings and provides methods for evaluating asymmetrical lifting tasks, lifts of objects with less
than optimal hand-container couplings, and also provides guidelines for a larger
range of work durations and lifting frequencies than the 1981 equation. This paper
provides the basis for selecting the three criteria (biomechanical, physiological,
and psychophysical) that were used to define the 1991 equation, and describes the
derivation of the individual components (Putz-Anderson and Waters 1991). The
paper also describes the lifting index (LI), an index of relative physical stress, that
can be used to identify hazardous lifting tasks. Although the 1991 equation has not
been fully validated, the recommended weight limits derived from the revised
equation are consistent with or lower than those generally reported in the literature.
NIOSH believes that the revised 1991 lifting equation is more likely than the 1981
equation to protect most workers.

1. Introduction
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) first developed an
equation in 1981 to assist safety and health practitioners evaluate lifting demands in

the sagittal plane (NIOSH 1981). The lifting equation was widely used by occupational
health practitioners because it provided an empirical method for computing a weight

limit for manual lifting. This limit proved useful for identifying certain lifting jobs that
posed a risk to the musculoskeletal system for developing lifting-related low back pain

(Liles and Mahajan 1985). Because the 1981 equation could only be applied to a
limited number of lifting tasks, namely sagittal lifting tasks, the 1981 equation was
revised and expanded in 1991 to apply to a larger percentage of lifting tasks.
The 1991 lifting equation reflects new findings. provides methods for evaluating
asymmetrical lifting tasks, objects with less than optimal hand--container couplings.
and offers new procedures for evaluating a larger range of work durations and lifting
0014-0139193 SIO.QO © 1993 Taylor & Francis Ltd.
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frequencies than the earlier equation. The objective of both equations is to prevent or
reduce the occunence of lifting-related low back pain (LBP) among workers. An
additional benefit of this equation is the potential to reduce other musculoskeletal
disorders or injuries associated with some lifting tasks such as shoulder or arm pain
(Chaffin et al. 1976).
Three criteria (biomechanical. physiological, and psychophysical) were used to
define the components of the original and revised lifting equation (Putz-Anderson and
Waters 1991). The present document describes the rationale for selecting these criteria
and demonstrates how they were used to determine the equation values. The document
also discusses the limitations of the lifting equation and the use of a lifting index for
identifying hazardous jobs.
The limitations of the lifting equation are a result of the small number of scientific
studies related to some key hypotheses, the typical uncertainties with the conclusions
of most of the scientific studies, and the inability of current clinical methods to
characterize accurately the specific pathoanatomic cause of most cases of work-related
low back pain or other work-related musculoskeletal disorders. In general, when faced
with uncertainties in the data. the 1991 committee chose the most conservative (i.e ..
most protective) approach.

1.1. Occupational factors associated with LBP
Manual handling and lifting are a major cause of work-related LBP and impairment.
LBP also can occur by direct trauma, a single exertion ('overexertion'), or potentially
as the result of multiple exertions ('repetitive trauma') (Pope et al. 1991 ). Several other
work-related factors including pushing or pulling activities, extreme postures such as
forward flexion, and cyclic loading (whole body vibration) are also associated with
development of LBP and impairment.
Low back pain also is common in work environments where no lifting or manual
handling activities occur, such as work in a predominantly sitting posture (Lawrence
1955). In addition, evidence exists that work-related psychological stress and lifestyle
factors also may increase the risk of LBP and the subsequent risk of prolonged
impairment or desirability (Bigos et al. 1986, Frymoyer et al. 1980). Moreover, the
revised lifting equation accounts for only a limited number of lifting-related task
factors (seven in all), and therefore does not include adjustments for many of these
other important factors. Furthermore, the lifting equation applies only to lifting tasks
in which two hands are used to move the load.
Although the lifetime prevalence of LBP in the general population is as high as
70%, work-related LBP comprise only a subset of all cases of LBP in the population
(Frymoyer et al. 1983, National Safety Council 1990). In general, the fraction of LBP
which is work-related is difficult to determine in many work settings. Brown (1973)
and Magora (1974) indicated that specific lifting or bending episodes were related to
only about one-third of the work-related cases of LBP. Thus, even the prevention of
all LBP due to lifting will not prevent all episodes of work-related pain, or prevent the
common non-work-related episodes of LBP.

1.2. Background
The past 15 years of research on lifting-related LBP and manual lifting have produced
three findings with substantial scientific support: (I) manual lifting poses a risk ofLBP
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Criteria used to develop the lifting equations.

Discipline

Design criterion

Cut-off value

Biomechanical
Physiological
Psychophysical

Maximum disc compression force
Maximum energy expenditure
Maximum acceptable weight

3-4 kN (770 lbs)
2·2-4·7kcaVmin*
Acceptable to 75% of female
workers and about 99% of
male workers

Note:

+

Since the energy expenditure limit for a specific task depends on the vertical height of the
lift and the duration of continuous lifting. task-specific criteria are presented in table 3.

to many workers; (2) LBP is more likely to occur when workers lift loads that exceed
their physical capacities; and (3) the physical capacities of workers vary substantially'

1.3. Development and history of the 1991 lifting equation
The 1991 lifting equation is patterned after the 1981 equation in its development,
format, and interpretation (N10SH 1981). Both versions are the product of ad hoc
NIOSH committees of experts who reviewed the current literature on lifting, met.
discussed the existing criteria for defining lifting capacity, and developed a lifting
equation. When the 1991 equation was developed, however, NIOSH staff prepared the
documentation for the lifting equation and played a prominent role in recommending
methods for interpreting the results of the equation. 2
The 1991 committee's deliberations represented a unique compromise between
empirical findings and expert judgment, particularly when results were contradictory.
inconsistent, or simply limited. The main product of the 1991 committee was the
revised NIOSH lifting equation that appears in Appendix A.

2. Basis for selecting the criteria
Both the 1981 and 1991 lifting equations are based on three criteria derived from the
scientific literature and the combined judgment of experts from the fields of biomechanics, psychophysics, and work physiology (table I). In general, the criteria
chosen by the NIOSH ad hoc committees (1981 and 1991) were used as a basis to
develop an equation for determining a recommended weight limit for a specific task.
The recommended weight limit for a task represents a load value that nearly all healthy
workers could perform over a substantial period of time (e.g., up to 8 h) without an
increased risk of developing lifting-related LBP.
Several criteria were used to develop the equation because each lifting task
imposes different biomechanical and physiological requirements on the worker. As a
result. the limiting factor or criteria in each lifting task may vary. The biomechanical
criterion limits the effects of lumbosacral stress, which is most important in infrequent
lifting tasks. The physiological criterion limits the metabolic stress and fatigue associ-

1
Physical capacities include static and dynamic strength as well as various anatomical and physiological
capacities such as flexibility, cardiovascular (aerobic) capacity, and tissue tolerance and recovery
capacities.
2
The ad hoc 1991 NIOSH Lifting Conunittee members included M. M. Ayoub, Donald B. Chaffin, Colin
G. Drury, Arun Garg, and Suzanne Rodgers. NIOSH representatives included Vern Putz-Anderson and
Thomas R. Waters (see NTIS 1991).
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Individual criterion and equation comparisons.
Estimated criterion-based weight loads (kg)

Lifting* examples

Task!
Task2
Task3
Task4

Biomechanical•

Physiologicalb

Psychophysicalc

24
>24

>24
>24
7
6

14
13
8
12

20
24

1991 equation

RWL

10

13
6
4

Notes:
• each of the four tasks are described in the Appendix, Part C;
• based on 350 kg disc compressioin force;
bbased on 3·1 kcaVmin for Tasks 1. 2. and 4, and 2·2kcal/min for Task 3;
chased on maximum weight of lift acceptable to 75% of females; Tasks 1-3 are based on
Snook and Ciriello (1991) and Task 4 is based on Ayoub eta/. 1978.

ated with repetitive lifting tasks. 3 The psychophysical criterion limits the worldoad
based on the workers' perception of their lifting capability, a measure applicable to
nearly all lifting tasks, except high-frequency lifting (above 6 lifts per min).
Ideally, the criteria chosen to establish the lifting equation should be based on a
scientifically supported, quantitative relationship between the criteria and the actual
risk of lifting-related musculoskeletal injury or LBP. Since this approach is not
currently feasible, the lifting criteria, for the most part, are based on secondary or
surrogate measures of injury or LBP. For each of these secondary measures, there is
a variable amount of scientific or semi-quantitative evidence to indicate that the chosen
lifting criteria can reliably predict the risk of lifting-related LBP.
Because each criterion focuses on different aspects of lifting stressors, recommended load weights that meet one criterion may not meet the others. For example,
metabolic data suggest that it is more efficient to lift heavier weights less frequently
that to lift lighter weights more frequently; however, biomechanical studies suggest
that the load should be minimized by lifting lighter weights more frequently to reduce
muscle and vertebral stresses. Furthermore when lifting from the floor, results from
psychophysical studies suggest that workers can typically lift heavier loads than those
estimated from biomechanical or physiological studies. Hence, load recommendations
for lifting often vary depending on which criteria are applied.
Because each criterion may provide a unique load limit for a specified lifting task,
the 1991 committee designed the lifting equation to provide, in general, the most
conservative load limit allowed by any individual criterion.
An example of this approach is provided in table 2. The details of how the values
were determined is provided in the Appendix , Part C. In table 2, estimated load limits
are presented for four sample lifting tasks that are based solely on each criterion. The
last column shows the 1991 equation values, which as noted, are lower than values
based on the individual criterion. As discussed in section 7. the lower recommended
weight limit values are primarily attributed to the multiplicative nature of the equation.
Differences between the physiologically-based weights and the recommended
weight limit (RWL) values vary depending on how many factors are drawn into the
l

The effects of local muscle fatigue are discussed in section 4.
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equation (i.e .• frequency. asymmetry, vertical factor, etc., as required to analyse the
lifting task).

3. Biomechanical criterion
Three issues underlie the 1991 committee's selection of the biomechanical criterion
for the NIOSH lifting equation: (I) the.choice of joint between the L5 and S I vertebral
segments (L5/S I) as the site of greatest lumbar stress during lifting; (2) the choice of
compressive force as the critical stress vector; and (3) the decision to select 3-4kN as
the compressive force that defines an increased risk of low-back injury.
3.1. Site of greatest lumbar stress during lifting
An established biomechanical hypothesis is that the capacity for infrequent lifts is a
combined function of the individual's muscle strength and the strength of various
body structures, particularly the lumbar spine. Studies have confirmed that lifting
under certain conditions is limited more by the stresses on the lumbar spine than by
limitations of strength (Chaffin and Moulis 1969). Moreover, when manual lifting is
modelled, large moments are created in the trunk area, especially when the load cannot
be held close to the body (Chaffin and Andersson 1984). Because the disc between
L5 and S I vertebrae has the potential to incur the greatest moment in lifting and is
also one of the most vulnerable tissues to force-induced injuries, many investigators
have sought to obtain estimates of the biomechanical stresses for the L5/S 1 disc
(Chaffin 1969, Tichauer 1971, Krusen et al. 1965, Garget al. 1982, Anderson et al.
1985).
3.2. Compressive force as the critical stress vector
During lifting, three types of stress vectors are transmitted through the spinal musculoskeletal tissues to the L5/S 1: compressive force, shear force, and torsional force.
The relative importance of each stress vector is not well understood. Disc compression
is believed to be largely responsible for vertebral end-plate fracture, disc herniation,
and resulting nerve root irritation (Chaffin and Andersson 1984). Moreover, large
compression forces at the L5/S l spinal disc can be produced by muscular exertion.
especially during lifting (Chaffin and Andersson 1984). Herrin et al. (1986) concluded
that 'the biomechanical criterion of maximal back compression appears to be a good
predictor not only of risk of low-back incidents but of overexertion injuries in general'.
Because of the clinical interest in disc diseases and their causes, numerous studies have
been conducted to assess the compressive strength of the lumbar vertebral bodies and
intervertebral discs. As a result of these and similar findings, and the accompanying
uncertainty regarding the effects of shear and torsional stresses on lumbar tissue. disc
compressive force was chosen by the 1991 committee as the critical stress vector
underlying the biomechanical criterion used to develop the lifting equation.

3.3. Determining the compressive force that defines increased risk
Because in vivo measures of compressive force are difficult, if not impossible, to
undertake with current technology. the 1991 committee reviewed data from crosssectional field studies that provided estimates of compressive forces generated by
lifting tasks and subsequent injuries. Ultimately, prospective studies are needed to
identify compressive force levels at the L5/S I joint that increase risk of low-back
injury.
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3.3.1. Cadaver data: These data have been used to evaluate the strength of lumbar
specimens to withstand applied compressive force. With data collected for 3071umbar
segments from various studies, Jager and Luttman ( 1989) determined the compressive
strength of the lumbar segments and found a mean value of 4·4 kN with a standard
deviation of 1·88 kN. These results suggest that if the data were normally distributed,
approximately 30% of the lumbar segments had an ultimate compressive strength of
Jess than 3·4kN and 16% had an ultimate compressive strength of Jess than 2·5kN
(I standard deviation Jess than the mean). Since the distribution pattern of data was not
provided, however, we cannot acclirately predict the percentage of lumbar segments
with maximum compressive sttength values less than 3·4kN.
Brinckmann et a/. (1988) found maximum compressive strength values for
vertebral segments ranging from 2·1 to 9·6 kN. The data indicate that fewer than
21% of the cadaver spinal segments fractured or experienced end-plate failure at loads
below 3·4kN, whereas only one segment failed at loads below 2·5kN.
Cadaver studies generally show large variability in the measured compressive
strength of the spine within and between studies. This may be due to declines in lumbar
strength with age, bone mineral content, and degenerative changes (Hansson and Roos
1981). Typically, the data showed that as the compressive force on the spine increased,
there was an increase in the percentage of vertebra which were damaged. For a small
fraction of vertebra, damage occunred at compressive force levels as low as 2·5 kN.
One of the limitations of the vertebra compressive strength data is uncertainty whether
compression injury to vertebra in cadaver studies is a reliable predictor of the risk of

lifting-related low back pain, impairment, or disability.

3.3.2. Biomechanical models: These models have been used to estimate in vivo compressive forces on the L5/SI intervertebral joint and disc. Chaffin (1969) developed
one of the first widely applied biomechanical models, based on a refinement of the
Morris eta/. (1961) static sagittal-plane (SSP) model. Chaffin's model included only
two sources of internal forces for resisting the external load moment of lifting: (I) the
action of the extensor erector spinae muscle; and (2) the stabilizing force provided by

the pressure of the abdominal cavity. The model predicted compressive forces for the
lumbosacral disc. These predicted forces were based on the weight of the load and
its distance from the base of the spine. More complex biomechanical models have
been developed, but each model requires specific assumptions and simplifications
(Gracovetsky and Farfan 1986, McGill and Norman 1986, and Bean eta/. 1988). In
general~ each model provides somewhat different estimates of spinal compressive
forces.
In the future, compressive forces may be predicted more accurately by biomechanica1 models that consider the dynamic components of lifting. possible antagonistic
muscle forces, passive tissue loading, and the three dimensional loading characteristics

of the muscles. The dynamic component of lifting may be especially important for
understanding the cause of back injury. Specifically, a number of investigators have
reported that lifts with Itigh acceleration components produce greater predicted compressive forces on the spine than lifts in which the acceleration is assumed to be zero.
The estimated compressive values for the dynamic models ranged from 19% to 200%
greater than the static model predictions (Garg eta/. 1982, Leskinen eta/. 1983,
Freivalds 1984, McGill and Norman 1985, Bush-Joseph et a/. 1988, Marras and
Sommerich 199Ja, 1991b). Because the 1991 committee Jacked data linking the pre-
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dieted dynamic compressive forces to the observed incidence of lifting-related LBP,
the committee chose the simpler and older model to develop the force criterion for disc
compression.

Four studies have reported a direct relationship between lifting-related LBP and
predicted static compressive force on the LS/S I disc (Herrin et al. 1986, Bringham and
Garg 1983, Anderson 1983, Chaffin and Park 1973). In a rettospective study, Herrin
et al. ( 1986) evaluated 55 industrial jobs using a biomechanical model. The study
sample consisted of 2934 potentially stressful manual materials handling tasks. The
investigators traced the medical reports of6912 incumbent workers employed in these

jobs. For jobs with predicted compressive forces between 4·5 kN (I 000 lb) and 6·8 kN
(15001b), the rate of back problems was more than 1·5 4 times greater than that for jobs
with compressive forces below 4·5 kN.
In another study, Bringham and Garg (1983) reported that jobs in which workers
experienced muscular strains had an average estimated compressive force of 5·34kN.
Furthermore. jobs in which workers had disc injuries had an average estimated compressive force of 7·97kN. In a similar study, Anderson (1983) reported that when

males performed lifting jobs with a predicted compressive force exceeding 3·4kN,
they had a 40% higher incidence rate of LBP than did males employed in jobs with
predicted compressive forces below that level. Chaffin and Park conducted a similar
study relating compressive force to injury incidence. as cited in the Work Practices
Guide for Manual Lifting (NIOSH 1981). Although their study cannot be used to
determine the difference in injury incidence rates for jobs with compressive forces
above and below 3·4 kN, they suggested that (I) the LBP incidence for repetitive lifting
tasks was less than 5% when the predicted compressive force on the LS/S 1 joint was
below 2·5 Kn, and (2) the incidence rate increased to more than 10% when the pre-

dicted compressive force exceeded 4·5 kN.
3.4. Biomechanical conclusions
The 1991 committee recognized the limitations and uncertainties of biomechanical
modelling of the lumbar spine. Even the most complex models only provide estimates
of the relative magnitude of the compressive force rather than provide reliable estimates of absolute force levels. In general, the committee based its final determination

for the biomechanical criterion (i.e., 3·4 kN) on data from field studies in which some
quantitative data were provided linking compressive force estimates with the incidence

of low-back disorders. Given the limitations and variability of the data linking compressive force and injury incidence, the 1991 NIOSH committee decided to maintain
the 1981 biomechanical criterion of 3·4 kN compressive force for its revision of the

1991 lifting equation.
3.5. NTOSH perspective
The NIOSH perspective independent of the 1991 committee, is that a maximum
compressive force of 3·4 kN on the LS/S 1 vertebrae may not protect the entire workforce for two principal reasons: (I) data from some of the workplace studies suggest
that even in survivor workplace populations, JObs with compressive forces below
4

In the published article, the incidence rate of back problems for jobs with maximum back compression
between 4-SkN and 6·8kN was incorrectly reported as 1091200,000h or 18 times the rate for jobs with disc
compression below 4·5kN. The actual rate was 9/200,000h, or 1·5 times the rate for jobs with maximum
disc compression force below 4·5 kN (based on personal correspondence with the NIOSH project director
for this study).
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3-4 kN were associated with an increase in the risk of back injuries; and (2) data from
laboratory cadaver studies indicate that some members of the general population may

suffer end-plate failure when performing lifts that create compressive forces below
3-4kN.
4. Physiological criterion
The 1991 committee selected the physiological criterion of energy expenditure to limit
loads for repetitive lifting. A main reason is that dynamic activities such as walking,
load carrying, and repeated load lifting use more muscle groups than infrequent lifting
tasks. Because the aerobic energy demands of dynamic lifting tasks require multiple
muscle groups to move both the load and the body, large energy expenditures are
required to supply the muscles with sufficient oxygen for contraction. Without oxygen
to release adenosine triphosphate (ATP), prolonged dynamic activity cannot be sustained. Wben the metabolic demands of dynamic and sustained activity exceed the
energy producing capacity of a worker, muscle contraction is affected and whole body

fatigue is usually experienced (Astrand and Rodahl 1986).
Since it is assumed that the lifts are made within a 3 s time frame, local muscle
fatigue should not develop. Moreover, local muscle fatigue that could develop from
high-frequency repetitive lifting or from heavy workloads is limited by the values in
the frequency multiplier table that are provided with the equation (Rodgers et a/.
1991 ). Heavy workload is defined as muscular exertion > 70% of maximum voluntary
contraction.

Although there is limited empirical data demonstrating that whole body fatigue
increases the risk of musculoskeletal injury, the 1991 comminee recognized that
repetitive lifting tasks could easily exceed a worker's normal energy capacities,
causing a premature decrease in strength and increasing the likelihood of injury
(Lehmann 1958, Brown 1972, Garg and Saxena 1979). To control excessive fatigue,
a baseline maximum aerobic capacity was established to determine maximum expen-

diture for repetitive lifting tasks. A criteria designed to limit excessive whole body
fatigue, however, does not necessarily protect against the potentially hazardous
cumulative effects of repetitive lifting.
Three important decisions underlie the 1991 committee's selection of the baseline
maximum aerobic capacity and resultant limits for task specific energy expenditures:
(1) the choice of 9·5 kcallmin as the baseline measure of maximum aerobic lifting
capacity used to determine the energy expenditure limits for repetitive lifting tasks; (2)
the choice of the percentage (70%) of baseline maximum aerobic capacity used to
establish an energy expenditure limit for lifts that predominantly require arm work
(i.e., lifts above 75 em or 30 inches); and (3) the choice of three percentages (50%,
40%, and 33%) of baseline maximum aerobic lifting capacity to establish energy
expenditure limits for lifting tasks lasting I h, I to 2 h, and 2 to 8 h, respectively.
4.1. Rationale for the baseline maximum aerobic capacity
Aerobic capacity varies widely among workers according to age. sex, physical fitness.
etc. (Astrand and Rodahll986). Average maximum aerobic capacities, assessed using
treadmill procedures. have been reponed for 20-year-old conditioned male workers to
be as high as 20 kcaVmin and as" low as 7·3 kcaVmin for 55-year-old female workers
(Astrand and Rodahl 1986, Coleman and Burford 1971). In general, older workers
hove a lower capacity than younger workers, and female workers have a lower capacity
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Task-specific energy expenditure limits for frequent lifting (kcal/min).
Duration of lifting
Lift location
(V) em (in.)

<lh

l-2h

2-Sh

vs 75 (30)

4-7
3-3

3·7
2·7

3·1
2·2

V> 75 (30)

than male workers. To a moderate extent, physical conditioning also may increase an
individual's aerobic capacity to perform repetitive lifting (Astrand and Rodabl 1986).
In order to determine energy expenditure !imits for repetitive lifting as shown in
table 3, the 1991 committee selected a baseline maximum aerobic capacity that could
be adjusted to accommodate different lifting conditions. Most existing measures
of maximum aerobic capacity were obtained from subjects using a treadmill test.
According to Petrofsky and Lind (1978a, 1978b), however, the maximum aerobic
capacity measures obtained using a treadmill test overestimate the maximum
aerobic capacity available for performing repetitive lifting tasks (Rodgers et al. 1991 ).
As a result, the 1991 committee reduced the baseline aerobic capacity from the 1981
value of 10·5 kcaVmin to 9·5 kcaUmin to adjust for the difference between treadmill
data and data collected from manual lifting studies. (A value of 9·5 kcaVmin is
equivalent to a capacity of 4000 kcal per day for a 420min period of work.) The 1991
committee selected this value as the assumed mean aerobic lifting capacity of the
average (50th percentile) 40-year old female worker (Eastman Kodak 1986). This
baseline aerobic capacity was subsequently adjusted for various lifting locations and
durations of repetitive lifting (table 3 and Appendix B).
Although the 1991 committee chose a physiological criterion that represented the
capacity of a 50th percentile female, rather than the capacity of the 75th percentile
female. they were not necessarily endorsing a 50th percentile criterion. The committee
recognized that the multiplicative nature of the equation would provide a final weight
limit that would be lower than a weight limit generated solely on the basis of the 50th
percentile female physiological criterion. Their decision seems to be appropriate
considering the effects of the other factors in the equation. For example, the RWL
values for the repetitive tasks in table 2 (Tasks 3 and 4) are lower than the weight limits
derived solely from the physiological criterion. ·
The committee's raionale for choosing the physiological criterion also was based
on the belief that: (I) workers often can vary their lifting pace; and (2) vary their
activities to reduce accumulated fatigue (Rodgers et al. 1991). Hence, in situations in
which workers are unable to exercise some control over their rate of work. the recommended weight limits for repetitive lifting jobs could be excessive for workers who are
not well conditioned, leading to both local and systemic fatigue
Further research on paced lifting is needed to determine if the revised lifting
equation is suitable for such conditions.
4.2. Rationale for task-specific energy expenditure limits
4.2.1. Adjustments for vertical lifting locations: Whole-body work is required when
lifts are below waist level (i.e., when they involve the leg, low back, shoulder, and arm
muscles, such as when V <about 75 em or 30 in), but lifts above waist level require
primarily the shoulder and arm muscles. Since an ann lift requires less muscular
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activity than a whole body lift, the maximum energy expenditure also is less for an arm
lift. However, the maximum aerobic capacity for arm work is also lower (about 70%)
than that attained for whole-body aerobic activity (Astrand and Rodahl 1986, Shatp
eta/. 1988). Hence, both work capacity and energy expenditure are reduced for arm
lifts. As a result, the 1991 committee recommended a 30% reduction in the energy
expenditure limit of 9·5kcaVmin for lifting acts involving primarily the upper body
(i.e. V>75cm or 30in).
4.2.2. Adjustments for durations of repetitive lifting: To avoid high levels of wholebody fatigue, the 1991 committee concluded that the energy expenditure for repetitive
lifting must also be based on limits that apply to the duration of the taSk. Most studies
and reviews recommend work limits of approximately 33% of the maximum aerobic
capacity for repetitive lifting tasks that are longer than two hours (Asfour et al. 1988,
Karwowski and Yates 1986, Legg and Pateman 1984, Mital 1984a, Williams eta/.
1982).
To adjust energy expenditure values for the aerobic demands posed by different
durations of repetitive lifting tasks, the 1991 committee selected the following limits:
(I) Repetitive lifting tasks lasting 1 h or less should not require workers to exceed 50%
of the 9·5 kcaVmin baseline maximum aerobic capacity value; (2) repetitive lifting
taSks lasting 1 to 2 h should not require workers to exceed 40% of the 9·5 k/caVmin
baseline; and (3) repetitive lifting tasks lasting 2 to 8 h should not require workers to
exceed 33% of the 9·5kcaVmin baseline. The 1991 committee did not provide energy
expenditure limits for tasks lasting more than 8 h.
4.3. Physiological conclusions
The goal of the 1991 committee was to prevent systemic or aerobic fatigue and

possibly local muscle fatigue that might increase the risk of lifting-related low back
pain for a majority of physically fit workers engaged in repetitive manual lifting.
As a result, the 1991 committee computed the energy expenditure limits displayed in
table 3, based on a maximum aerobic lifting capacity of 9·5 kcaVmin. Further research
is needed to validate the energy expenditure limits for the lifting conditions in table 3.
4.4. N10SH perspective
The NIOSH perspective, independent of the 1991 committee, is that a baseline aerobic

lifting capacity of 9·5 kcaVmin limit may be too high, particularly for older workers,
since it could fail to prevent fatigue even in some healthy workers. Some studies
indicate that both younger and older workers may have maximum aerobic capacities
below 9·5 kcaVmin. In general, the relationship between fatigue and risk of back injury
is not sufficiently established to determine precisely the level of excess risk for jobs
that exceed the energy expenditure limits in table 3. Additionally, the physiological
criteria may not prevent dysfunction or damage to the tissues of the low back from the
repetitive nature of lifting even if whole body fatigue is successfully prevented.

S. Psychophysical eriterion
The psychophysical criterion is based on data defining workers' strength and capacity
to perform manual lifting at different frequencies for different durations. The psycho-

physical criterion is defined directly by measures of maximum-acceptable-weight-oflift and indirectly from studies measuring isometric strength. Although strength is an
important determinant of the capability of an individual to perform an infrequent or
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occasional lift, 'capability (maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift) appears to be substantially lower than isometric or isotonic strength maxima' (Ayoub and Mital 1989).
The critical issues for the psychophysical criterion are as follows: (1) the rationale
of the 1991 committee for choosing a criterion acceptable to 75% of female workers;
and (2) the rationale for using maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift and strength to
determine recommended weight limits.
5.1. Rationale for choosing the acceptability criterion
The maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift is the amount of weight a person chooses to
lift under given conditions for a defined period. In measurements of maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift. workers typically are asked to 'work as hard as you can without
straining yourself. or without becoming unusually tired. weakened. overheated. or
out of breath' (Snook and Ciriello 1991). The maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift
provides an empirical measure that appears to integrate both biomechanical and
physiological sources of stress for all but certain high-frequency lifting tasks
(Karwowski and Ayoub 1984). Unlike maximum strength measures, which define
what a person can do on a single attempt, the maximum acceptable measure defines
what a person can do repeatedly for an extended period without excessive fatigue,
which may lead to lifting-related low back pain.

5.2. Relating maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift to low back pain
The 1991 committee selected the psychophysical criterion based on several studies
that relate the incidence and severity of lifting-related low back pain to the extent to
which lifting demands are judged acceptable to experienced workers. Specifically,
injuries increased for lifting tasks rated acceptable by less than 75% to 90% of the
workers (Snook 1978, Herrin et al. 1986). Snook (1978) summarized his findings as
follows:
The results revealed that approximately one-quarter of policyholder jobs involve
manual handling tasks that are acceptable to Jess than 75% of the workers;
however, one-half of the low back injuries were associated with these jobs. This
indicates that a worker is three times more susceptible to low back injury if
performing a manual handling task that is acceptable to less than 75% of the
working population. This also indicates that, at best, two out of every three low
back injuries associated with heavy manual handling tasks can be prevented if
the tasks are designed to fit at least 75% of the population. The third injury will
occur anyway, regardless of the job.
Several investigators reported that workers who have experienced back injury
typically rate the physical effort in their jobs as greater than workers on similar jobs
who have not had back injury (Magora 1970, Dehlin et al. 1976). Herrin et al. (1986)
also reported that the rate of medical back incidents (i.e., sprains, strains, degenerative
disc disease, and other ill-defined pain) increased significantly for jobs with strength
demands that exceeded the lifting capability (i.e. the maximum acceptable weight) of
90% of the exposed workers.
The 1991 committee selected the psychophysical criterion to ensure that the job
demands posed by manual lifting would not exceed the acceptable lifting capacity of
about 99% of male workers and 75% of female workers-<>r 90% of the working
population (if one assumes a working population that is 50% male and female).
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Table 4.

Psychophysical and equation-based weight loads (kg).
Female per cent acceptability

1991 equation

Lifting tasks*

75%

90%

Small H. small V

18

16

15

16

14

12

17

14

10

12

10

8

H=37cm
V= 78·5cm
Small H, large V
H=37cm

RWL

V= 154cm

Large H. small V
H=58cm
V=18·5cm
Large H, small V
H=58cm
V= 154cm
Note:

*Assuming FM, DM, AM, and CM are idealized (i.e., = I);
Snook and Ciriello, 1991.
5.3. Psychophysical conclusions
The psychophysical approach provides a method to estimate the combined effects of

biomechanical and physiological stressors of manual lifting. Because it relies on
self-reporting from subjects, the perceived 'acceptable' lintit may differ from the
actual 'safe' lintit. Even though there is a relationship between the 'acceptable' and the
'safe' lintit, the psychophysical approach may not be equally valid for all combinations
of task variables. For example, most data indicate that the psychophysical approach
overestimates workers' capacity for high-frequency lifting ( > 6 lifts/min) (Ciriello
and Snook 1983, Asfour eta/. 1985, Karwowski and Yates 1986). The psychophysical
approach also may overestimate capacity for lifting lasting more than about I h (Mital
1983). Fernandez and Ayoub (1987) and Ciriello et a/. (1990), however, have
recently refuted this concept. Fernandez and Ayoub found that the MAy.rL did not
decrease significantly over time. Ciriello et a/. ( 1990) also found that psychophysical
methods, when properly adntinistered, do not overestimate lifting capacity in tasks
lasting up to four hours.
5.4. NIOSH perspective
The NIOSH perspective, independent of the 1991 comntittee, is that the psychophysical criterion of 'acceptability to 75% of female workers' does not treat men and
women equally. Nevertheless as shown in tables 4 and 5, the 1991 equation yields
recommended weight lintits (RWLs) that are lower than weights acceptable to at least
90% of females. Hence, the 1991 equation provides a more equitable assessment of
potentially hazardous lifting tasks for women than would be apparent from the psychophysical criterion alone (i.e., acceptable to 75% of females). For example, table 4
displays load weights (kg) from Snook and Ciriello ( 1991) for a series of typical lifting
tasks involving variations in the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) factors. Also supplied
are the corresponding RWLs computed from the 1991 equation. All four of the
examples produced RWLs that were lower in weight than comparable psychophysical
values acceptable to 90% of the females. In general, the values provided by the 1991
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Comparison of recommended weight limits with Snook and Ciriello's maximum
acceptable weight limit for 90% of female workers.*

Vertical
displacement
of lift

Horizontal
distance of

Recommended

load from body

Vertical
starting height
of lift

(em)

(em)

(em)

RWL

25

37
45
58
37
45
58
42
50
63

weight limit

(kg)

Snook and
Ciriello's 1991
maximum
acceptable
weight limit for
90% of female
workers (kg)

Floor-knuckle

51
76

26
26
26
12·5
12·5
12·5
0
0
0

10·0
8·2
6·3
8·7
7·1
5·5
7·1
5·9
4·7

II

11-1
9·2
7·1
10·6
8·7
6·7
10·0
8·3
6·3

12
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9

8·9
7·3
5·6
8·5
7·0
5·4
8·7
7·1
5·5

10
8
8
9
7
7
8
7
6

9
9
II

9
8
9
8
7

Knuckle-shoulder

25

37
45
58
37
45
58
37
45
58

51
76

92
92
92
78·5
78·5
78·5
66
66
66
Shoulder-reach

37
45
58
37
45
58
37
45
58

25

51
76

154
154
154
141
141
141
128
128
128

Note:
*Evaluated at a task frequency (F) of 1 lift/min.

equation are consistent with or lower than the average lifting weights for task conditions reported by Snook and Ciriello. Those weight lintits were acceptable to 90% of
the females (table 5).

6.

Derivation or the equation components

Following the selection of the individual criterion, the 1991 comntittee developed the
revised lifting equation (Appendix A). This section presents the derivation of
the revised lifting equation and explains how the criteria were used to develop the
individual components. The discussion addresses the standard lifting location, the load
constant, and the derivation of the mathematical expressions (multipliers). Each
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component of the revised lifting equation (Appendix A) was designed to satisfy the
lifting criteria and was based, to the extent possible, on the results of quantitative
research studies. Where the data were conflicting, however, decisions affecting the
multipliers were based on a consensus of the 1991 committee. In most cases, the final
decisions represented the most conservative (i.e. the most protective) estimates of
lifting capacity.
The development of the lifting equation required that: (I) a standard lifting location
be defined; (2) a load constant for the equation be established; and (3) the mathematical
expressions for each factor be deriVed.
6.1. Defining the standard lifting location
The standard lifting location serves as the three-dimensional reference point for evaluating the worker's lifting posture. The standard lifting location for the 1981 equation
was defined as a vertical height of 75 em from the floor and a horizontal distance of
15cm from the mid-point between the ankles. The 1991 equation continues to use a
vertical height of75 em for the standard reference location, as supported by recent data
(Ruhmann and Schntidtke 1989). However, the horizontal displacement factor was
increased from 15 to 25 em for the 1991 equation. This increase reflects recent findings
that showed 25 em as the ntinimum horizontal distance most often used by workers
lifting loads that did not interfere with front of the body (Garg and Badger 1986, Garg
1986).
6.2. Establishing the load constant
The load constant (23 kg or 51 lbs) refers to the maximum recommended weight for
lifting at the standard lifting location under optimal conditions (i.e. sagittal position,
occasional lifting, good couplings, ,;; 25 em vertical displacement, etc.). Selection of
the load constant is based on the psychophysical and biomechanical criteria. The 1991
comntittee estimated that lifting a load equivalent to the load constant under ideal
conditions (i.e., where all of the factors are equal to 1·0) would be acceptable to 75%
of female workers and about 90% of male workers and that the disc compression force
resulting from such a lift would be less than 3·4 kN.
For the revised equation, the load constant was reduced from 40 to 23 kg. This
reduction was partly driven by the need to increase the 1981 ntinimum horizontal
displacement from 15 to 25 em for the 1991 equation, as noted above. The revised load
constant is 17 kg less than that for 1981; but at the revised ntinimum horizontal
displacement of 25 em, the 23 kg load constant represents only a I kg reduction
from the 1981 equation when adjusted for revised horizontal distance. This I kg
reduction reflects recent data reported by Snook and Ciriello ( 1991) indicating that the
maximum acceptable weight lintit for female workers is lower than the capacity that
was reported in 1978 (Snook 1978).
Although the 23 kg load constant was based on the maximum acceptable weight
lintit for 75% of female workers, the recommended weight lintits are likely to be
acceptable to at least 90% of female workers when the revised load constant is applied
in the lifting equation. This conclusion is based on a comparison with the Snook and
Ciriello (1991) study (table 5).
6.3. Deriving mathematical expressions
The multipliers for the revised lifting equation refer to the six coefficients (mathematical expressions) used to reduce the load constant to compensate for characteristics of the lifting task which are different from the standard or optimal conditions
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(i.e., sagittal position, occasional lifting, good couplings,

~

25 em vertical displace-

ment. etc.). These conditions or factors were identified in one or more epidemiologic

studies of manual lifting (Chaffin and Patk 1973, Snook 1978, Frymoyer eta/. 1983,
Bigos et al. 1986). Each of the six multipliers should satisfy all three of the lifting
criteria presented in table I. In most cases, the multipliers represent the most conservative estimate of lifting capacity for each individual lifting factor.
The six multipliers (coefficients) were derived from a series of adjustments (iterations) in which the revised coefficients were used to generate predicted loads. These
loads were then compared with empirically derived lifting values from the previously
cited psychophysical lifting studies. The rationale for each of the six multipliers is
briefly reviewed in the following subsections.
6.3.1. Horizontal multiplier: Biomechanical and psychophysical studies indicate that
with increasing horizontal distance of the load from the spine, the predicted disc
compression force increases and the maximum acceptable weight limit decreases
(Snook 1978, Chaffin and Andersson 1984, Garg 1986). The axial compression stress
applied to the spine during lifting is generally proportional to the horizontal distance
of the load from the spine. For example, both the load and the flexion moment (the
product of the load and the horizontal distance from the spinal axis) are important in
determining the axial compression stresses on the lumbar spine (Schultz et al. 1982,
Chaffin and Andersson 1984). Furthermore, psychophysical data consistently indicate
that as the load is moved horizontally from the spine, the amount of weight a person
is willing to lift decreases proportionately (Snook 1978, Ayoub et al. 1978, Garg and
Badger 1986, Snook and Ciriello 1991).
To satisfy the lifting criteria, the horizontal multiplier (HM) was determined as
follows:
HM=(25/H)

(I)

where H = the horizontal distance in centimetres
HM=(IOIH)

(2)

where H = the borizontal distance in inches
6.3.2. Vertical multiplier. Biomechanical studies suggest an increased lumbar stress
for lifting loads near the floor (Chaffin 1969, Bean et al. 1988). Epidemiologic studies

indicate that lifting from near the floor is associated with a large percentage of lowback injuries attributable to lifting (Snook 1978, Punnett et al. 1991). Physiological
studies indicate that lifting from near the floor requires a significantly greater energy
expenditure than lifting from greater heights (Fredrick 1959, Garg et al. 1978).
Although no direct empirical data exist to provide a specific adjustment value for
lifting near the floor, the 1991 committee recommended that the vertical factor provide
at least a 22·5% decrease in the allowable weight for lifts originating near the floor. The
rationale for reduction of loads to be lifted above 75 em from the floor is based on
empirical data from psychophysical studies indicating that a worker's maximumacceptable-weight-<lf-lift decreases as the vertical height of lift (V) increases above
75cm(Snook 1978, Ayoubetal. 1978, Snook and Ciriello 1991). The 1991 committee
chose a discount value of 22·5% to decrease the allowable weight for lifts at shoulder
level (150cm, or 60in) and for lifts at floor level, resulting in the following vertical
multiplier.
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VM = (1- 0·0031 V -751)

(3)

where V = vertical height in centimetres
VM = (1- 0·00751 V- 301)

(4)

where V = vertical height in inches

6.3.3. Distance multiplier. The results of psychophysical studies suggest an approximate 15% decrease in maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift when the total distance
moved is near the maximum (e.g .. lifts originating near the floor and ending above the
shoulder (Garget a/. 1978, Snook 1978, Snook and Ciriello 1991). Also, results of
physiological studies indicate a significant increase in physiological demand as the
vertical distance of the lift increases (Aquilano 1968, Khalil eta/. 1985). Finally, for
lifts in which the total distance moved is < 25 em ( < 10 in), the physiological demand
is not significantly increased, and therefore the multiplier should be held constant. As
a result, the distance multiplier (DM) was established by the 1991 committee as
follows:
DM = (0·82 + (4·5/D))

(5)

where D = the total distance moved in centimetres
DM = (0·82 + (1-8/D))

(6)

where D = the total distance moved in inches

6.3.4. Asymmetric multiplier: To date, only a few studies provide data on the relationship between asymmetric lifting (i.e., lifting loads away from the sagittal plane) to
maximum acceptable lifting capacities. Of the limited number of psychophysical
studies available, all have reported a decrease in maximum acceptable weight (8% to
22%) and a decrease in isometric lifting strength (39%) for asymmetric lifting tasks of
90 degrees compared with symmetric lifting tasks (Garg and Badger 1986, Mital and
Fard 1986, Garg and Banaag 1988). The results from biomechanical studies also
support a significant decrease in the allowable weight for asymmetric lifting jobs
(Bean eta/. 1988).
Therefore, the 1991 committee recommended that the asymmetric multiplier be
established so that the allowable weight of lift be reduced by about 30% for lifts
involving asymmetric twists of 90 degrees. The asymmetric multiplier (AM) was
established by the 1991 committee as follows:
AM= (I - (0·0032A))

(7)

where A = the angle between the sagittal plane and the plane of asymmetry. (The
asymmetry plane is defined as the vertical plane that intersects the midpoint between
the ankles and the midpoint between the knuckles at the asymmetric location.)
6.3.5. Coupling multiplier: Loads equipped with appropriate couplings or handles
facilitate lifting and reduce the possibility of dropping the load. Psychophysical studies
that investigated the effects of handles on maximum-acceptable-weight-of-lift suggested that lifting capacity was decreased in lifting tasks involving containers without
good handles (Garg and Saxena 1980, Smith and Jiang 1984, Drury et a/. 1989).
Although these studies did not agree precisely on the degree of reduction in lifting
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Table 6.

Coupling multiplier.

V<75cm (30in)

v;, 75 em (30in)

Coupling multipliers

Couplings

Good

(.()0

Fair
Poor

0·95

1·00
1·00

0·90

0·90

capacity, most concluded that the reduction should he in the range of about 7% to II%
for containers without handles. The coupling multipliers are displayed in table 6.
Considering the quality of the data and the difficulty in judging the quality of the
coupling, the consensus of the 1991 committee was that the penalty for a poor coupling
should not exceed 10%. Hence, the container coupling multiplier ( CM) was defined as
follows:
CM = 1·0, 0·95, or 0·90

(8)

depending on the vertical height of the lift and the quality of the couplings. Coupling
quality was categorized as good, fair, or poor. Height was categorized as ,; 75 em
(30 in) or > 75 em.

6.3.6. Frequency multiplier. For the 1991 lifting equation, the appropriate frequency
multiplier is obtained from a table (table 7) rather than from a mathematical
Table 7.

Frequency multiplier (FM ).
Work duration

,;1h

,;8h

,;2b

Frequency
lifts/min

V<75

v;,75

V<75

v;,75

V<75

v;,15

0·2
0·5

1·00
0-97
0·94
0·91
0·88
0·84
0·80
0·75
0·70
0·60
0·52
0·45
0·41
0·37
0·00
0·00
().00
0·00

1·00
0-97
0·94
0·91
0·88
0·84
0·80
0·75
0·70
0·60
0·52
0·45
0-41
0·37
0·34
0·31
0·28
0·00

0·95
0·92
0·88
0·84
0·79
0·72
0·60
0·50
0·42
0·35
0·30
0·26
0·00
0·00
0·00
0.()()
0·00
0·00

0·95
0·92
0·88
0·84
0·79
0·72
0·60
0·50
0·42
0·35
0·30
0·26
0·23
0·21
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00

0·85
0·81
0·75
0·65
0·55
0·45
0·35
0·27
0·22
0·18
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00

0·85
0·81
0·75
0·65
0·55
0·45
0·35
0·27
0·22
0·18
0·15
0·13
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00
0·00

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
>15
Note:

t values

of V are in em; 75 em = 30 in.
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expression and table, as was the case in the 1981 lifting equation (i.e., in 1981, the
FM = I - [FIF-1. where FM =the frequency multiplier, F =task frequency rate, and
F- = maximum frequency as obtained from a table).
lhe frequency multipliers in table 7 are based on two sets of data. For lifting
frequencies up to 4 lifts/min, psychophysical data from Snook and Ciriello ( 1991) were
used to develop the frequency multiplier (FM) values.' lhese FM values are shown in
the upper portion of table 7 (all cells in the first six rows).
For lifting frequencies above 4 lifts/min, the frequency multipliers values, which
are displayed in table 7. row 5 and below, were determined from a three-step process
using the energy expenditure prediction equations developed by Garg (1976) (Garg
eta/. 1978) (see Appendix, Part D).
The first step used Garg •s empirically-derived linear regression equations to
predict the energy demands of lifting tasks for frequencies above 4 lifts/min. lhe
equations include terms for gender, weight of load, frequency of lifts, and the worker's
body weight. Two equations were used, one for lifts below the waist and one for lifts
above the waist, namely: a stoop-lift equation and an arm-lift equation (Rodgers et al.
1991: 34-35). Assuming a body weight of 1301bs for a woman, Garg in an iterative
approach determined the combinations of frequencies of lifts and weights of loads that
would yield energy expenditure values equivalent to those in table 3. For all calculations? the most energy efficient lifting posture was assumed since workers tend to use
the most efficient method.
In the second step, frequency multipliers were then generated from these intermediate load weights that would provide Recommended Weight Umits equivalent to
the load weights determined from the first step.
For the third step, the committee reviewed and adjusted the frequency multipliers
in table 7 to ensure that: (I) the frequency multipliers for lifts below 30 inches would
not exceed those for lifts of 30 inches or above; and (2) that the transition zone between
the psychophysical- and physiological-derived frequency multipliers (i.e., 41ifts/min)
provided continuous values. In general, the frequency multiplier values in table 7 meet
the energy criteria provided in table 3 with a few exceptions. The results of the analysis
are provided in greater detail in Rodgers (1991: 35-37).
lhe committee did note in their analysis, however, that the energy expenditure for
repetitive squat lifts may exceed the energy expenditure limits listed in table 3, row I.
This finding is also consistent with different studies showing that the energy demands
for squat postures are greater than for stoop postures (Frederik 1959, Garg and Herrin
1979, Kumar 1984).
lhe committee concluded that the frequency multipliers provide a close approximation of observed and predicted effects of lifting frequency on acceptable workloads
for lifting (Rodgers eta/. 1991: 37).
From the NIOSH perspective, it is possible that obese workers may exceed the
energy expenditure criteria for lifts from below the waisL In addition, there are some
circumstances in which local muscle fatigue may occur even though whole body
fatigue has not occurred. This is most likely in situations involving lifting at high rates
for longer than 15 min, or prolonged use of awkward postures, such as constant
bending.
'Snook and Ciriello's (1991) data provide n:conunended weight limits for repetitive manual lifting ~ks
performed under a wide variety of conditions (different heights. locations, and frequencies).
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7. Identifying hazardous lifting jobs with the lifting index
A key concept of the 1981lifting equation is that the risk of lifting-related low back
pain increases as the demands of the lifting task increase (Chaffin and Park 1973,
Snook 1978, Herrin eta/. 1986). Based on this concept, the 1981 lifting equation was
used to define two points: the action limit and the maximum permissible limit (which
is three times the action limit). For job assessment purposes. lifting jobs that required
workers to lift loads below the action limit were considered to pose little risk of
lifting-related low back pain for most workers. Lifting jobs that required workers to lift
loads between the action limit and the maximum permissible limit likely pose increased risk for some workers but not for others. And lifting jobs that required workers
to lift loads above the maximum pennissible limit were considered to pose a significant
risk of lifting-related low back pain for many workers.
The 1991 equation is also based on the concept that the risk of lifting-related low
back pain increases as the demands of the lifting task increase. Rather than using a
three-stage decision matrix, however, as was used with the 198 I equation, a single
lifting index (LI) was proposed for the 1991 equation. Specifically, the Ll is the ratio
of the load lifted to the recommended weight limit. The lifting index (Ll) is similar in
concept to Ayoub'sjob severity index (JSI) and Chaffin's lifting strength rating (LSR)
(Ayoub eta/. 1978 and Chaffin 1974). Each of these indices encompass the notion that
the risk of injury increases as the load or job demands exceeds some baseline capacity
of the worker. This capacity may be estimated from a lifting equation, or from estimates of worker's strength, as assessed by various psychophysical tests and regression
models.
The lifting index (LI) provides a simple method for comparing the lifting demands
associated with different lifting tasks in which the load weights vary and the recommended weight limits (RWL) vary. In theory, the magnitude of the LI may be used as
a gauge to estimate the percentage of the workforce that is likely to be at risk for
developing lifting-related low back pain. The shape of the risk function, however, is
not known. Thus it is not possible to quantify the precise degree of risk associated with
increments in the lifting index. In a similar manner. there is uncertainty about whether
a lifting index of one is a reliable boundary for differentiating between an increase in

risk and no increase in risk for some fraction of the working population. The previous
discussion of the criteria underlying the lifting equation and of the equation multipliers
highlight the assumptions and uncertainties in the scientific studies and the theoretical
models which have related lifting to low back injuries. However, these uncertainties

do not all point in the same direction. Some support the belief that a lifting index of
one will place a substantial fraction of the work force at an increased risk of low back

pain. Others support the belief that most of the work force can work safely above a
lifting index of one.
Three of the most important limitations of the equation are the following:
(I) A significant part of the equation is based on psychophysical laboratory
studies. Since these data are obtained from workers· judgment of perceived
lifting stress. psychophysical data may reveal more about a worker's tolerance

to stress than of impending low back pain.
(2) The physiological criterion is based on restricting energy expenditures to avoid

whole body fatigue. The criterion, however, does not address the potential risk
associated with the cumulative effects of repetitive lifting. which may be

independent of the level of whole body fatigue.
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(3) If the three criteria for the equation were considered individually. they would
probably not be protective of all workers.

A main tenet of our approach. however. is that the multiplicative nature of the
equation has provided a final equation that is more likely to protect healthy workers
than each individual criterion. Specifically. when several factors deviate from the ideal
(i.e.• standard lift location). the decline in the predicted value obtained from a multiplicative model for most lifts depends on the product of several factors; this substantially reduces the RWL. Based on individual parameters. the multiplicative model
defines discrete regions where no lifting is allowed no matter how ideal the other
parameters are. For example. if the horizontal factor exceeds 25 inches. the multiplier
is zero. resulting in a computed RWL value of zero. This means that no weight should
be lifted for this task condition.
Despite the limitations of the research studies and inherent uncertainties in relying
on expert judgment. it is likely that lifting tasks with a lifting index > I pose an
increased risk for lifting-related low back pain for some fraction of the workforce.
Therefore. the lifting index may be used to identify potentially hazardous lifting jobs
or to compare the relative severity of two jobs for the purpose of evaluating and
redesigning them.
Some members of the 1991 committee believe that worker selection criteria based
on research studies~ empirical observations, or theoretical considerations such as jobrelated strength testing or aerobic capacity testing can accurately identify workers who
can perform lifting tasks with a lifting index > I without an increased risk of a
work-related injury (Chaffin and Andersson 1984. Ayoub and Mital 1989). These
members agree. however. that many workers will be at elevated risk if the J;fting index
exceeds 3·0. Additionally. some members of the 1991 committee believe that the
informar selection of workers which occurs in many jobs that require repetitive
lifting tasks lead to a workforce that can work above a lifting index of 1·0 without
substantial risk of low back injuries above the baseline rate of injury.
6

8. Limitations of the 1991 lifting equation
8.1. General limitations
The lifting equation is a specialized risk assessment tool. As with any specialized tool.
its application is limited to those conditions for which it was designed. Specifically. the
lifting equation was designed to meet select lifting-related criteria that encompasses
biomechanical. work physiology. and psychophysical assumptions and data. identified
above. To the extent that a given lifting task accurately reflects these underlying
conditions and criteria. this lifting equation may be appropriately applied. The following list identifies a set of work conditions in which the appli~ation of the lifting
equation would either under-or-over estimate the risk of low back pain or injury. Each
of the following task limitations also highlight research topics in need of further
research to extend the application of the lifting equation to a greater range of real world
lifting tasks.
I. The 1991 lifting equation assumes that manual handling activities other than
lifting are minimal and do not require significant energy expenditure. especially when
repetitive lifting tasks are performed. Examples of non-lifting tasks include holding.
pushing. pulling. carrying. walking. and climbing. If such non-lifting activities are
common. measures of workers • energy expenditures and heart rate may be required to
assess the metabolic demands of the different tasks.
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2. The 1991 lifting equation does not include task factors to account for
unpredicted conditions, such as unexpectedly heavy loads, slips, or falls. Additional
biomechanical analyses may be required to assess the physical stress on joints that
occur from traumatic incidents. Moreover, if the environment is unfavourable (e.g.,

temperature or humidity significantly outside the range of 19° to 26°C [66° to 79°F]
or 35% to 50%, respectively) independent metabolic assessments would be needed to
gauge the effects of these variables on heart rate and energy consumption.
3. The 1991 lifting equation was not designed to assess tasks involving one-

banded lifting, lifting while seated or kneeling, lifting in a constrained work space,
lifting people, lifting of extremely bot, cold, or contaminated objects, lifting of wheel
barrels, shoveling, or high-speed lifting (i.e., lifting that is not performed within a 2-4 s
time frame). For such task conditions, independent and task specific biomechanical,
metabolic, and psychophysical assessments are needed.
4. The 1991 lifting equation assumes that the worker/floor surface coupling
provides at least a 0·4 (preferably 0·5) coefficient of static friction between the shoe
sole and the working surface. An adequate worker/floor surface coupling is necessary
when lifting to provide a firm footing and to control accidents and injuries resulting
from foot slippage. A 04 to 0·5 coefficient of static friction is comparable to the
friction found between a smooth, dry floor and the sole of a clean, dry leather work
shoe (nonslip type). Independent biomechanical modelling may be used to account for
variations in the coefficient of friction.

5. The 199llifting equation assumes that lifting and lowering tasks have the same
level of risk for low back injuries (i.e., that lifting a box from the floor to a table is
equally as hazardous as lowering the same box from a table to the floor). This assumption may not be true if the worker actually drops or guides the box to the floor rather
than lowers all the way to the floor. Independent psychophysical assessments need to
be undertaken to assess worker capacity for various lowering conditions.
In conclusions, the lifting equation is only one tool in a comprehensive effort to

prevent work-related low back pain and disability. Lifting is only one of the causes of
work-related low back pain and disability. There are many other causes which have
been hypothesized or established as factors including whole body vibration, static
postures, prolonged sitting, and direct trauma to the back. Psychosocial factors, appropriate medical treatment, and job demands also may be particularly important in
influencing the transition of acute low back pain to chronic disabling pain.

8.2. The need for validation
All methods need validation. For the 1991 lifting equation, validation will require an
extensive collaborative effort. Appropriate studies must be designed and conducted to
determine whether the methods presented here effectively reduce the morbidity asso·
dated with manual materials handling, particularly two-handed lifting tasks.

9. Summary and conclusions
The 1991 revised lifting equation was prepared as a methodological tool for safety and
health practitioners who must evaluate the lifting demands of a wider range of manual
handling jobs than contained in the 1981 Work Practices Guide for Manual Lifting

(NIOSH 1981). The equation was designed to assist in the identification of ergonomic
solutions for reducing the physical stresses associated with manual lifting by identifying the features of the lifting task that contribute the most to the hazard for low back
injuries.
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Three criteria (biomecbanical, physiological, and psychophysical) were used to
define the limiting components for the revised lifting equation. This approach was
adopted because we found that a single criterion would likely fail to protect healthy
workers from back injury for many common types of lifting tasks. In general, the 1991
committee believed that the combination of using a multiplicative model and the
practice of using the most conservative criterion or data values when faced with
uncertainty served to provide a final lifting equation which is more likely to protect
healthy workers for a wider variety of lifting tasks than methods which rely on only
a single task factor (e.g., weight) Or single criterion (e.g., intradiscal pressure).
NIOSH believes that the revised 1991 lifting equation is more likely than the
1981 equation to protect most workers. There are two main reasons for this: (I) the
1991 equation is applicable to a wider variety of lifting jobs than the 1981 equation
because of the addition of the asymmetric and coupling multipliers, ultimately affecting more lifting jobs and workers; and (2) the recommended weight limits computed
using the 1991 equation are generally lower than the maximum acceptable weight
limits reported by Snook and Ciriello ( 1991 ). Because of the uncertainties in both the
existing scientific studies and theoretical models, further research is needed to assess
the magnitude of risk for lifting-related LBP and its association with the lifting index.
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Appendices
A. Calculation for recommended weight limit
RWL=LCxHMxVMxDMxAMxFMxCM
Recommended weight limit
Component
Metric
US customary
LC = load constant
=
23 kg
51 lbs
HM = horizontal multiplier
=
(25/H)
(10/H)
VM =vertical multiplier
= (I - (0·003( V -75()) (I- (0·0075( V- 30())
DM =distance multiplier
(0·82 + (1-8/D)
=
(0·82 + (4·5/D))
AM= asymmetric multiplier =
(I - (0·0032A))
(I - (0·0032A))
FM =frequency multiplier (from table 7)
CM =coupling multiplier (from table 6)
where:
H = horiwntal distance of hands from midpoint between the ankles. Measure

at the origin and the destination of the lift (em or in).
V = vertical distance of the hands from the floor. Measure at the origin and

destination of the lift (em or in).
D = vertical travel distance between the origin and the destination of the
lift (em or in).
A = angle of asymmetry-angular displacement of the load from the sagittal
plane. Measure at the origin and destination of the lift (degrees).
F = average frequency rate of lifting measured in lifts/min. Duration is
defined to he: S I h; S 2 h; or S 8 h assuming appropriate recovery
allowances (see table 7).
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Calculation for energy expenditure limit

I. For lifts above 75 em (30 in), multiply the baseline aerobic work capacity (9·5 kcaV

min)' by 0·7.
2. For lifting duration up to I h, multiply the value obtained in step I above by 0·5;
for duration up to 2 h, multiply by 0-4; and, for duration between 2 and 8 h, multiply
by 0-33.
For example, the energy expenditure limit for 8 h of lifting above the waist (75 em)
would be 9·5 x 0·7 x 0·33 or 2·2 kcaVmin, as shown in table 3.

C.

Comparison of criterion-based load weights

Task descriptions
Task I [floor-knuckle)
Task 2 [knuckle-shoulder]
Task 3 [shoulder-reach)
Task 4 [floor-shoulder]

H=42cm,
H= 37cm,
H = 37 em,
H=42cm,

V=Ocm, D=76cm, F= l/30min
V= 66cm, D = 76cm, F= l/30min
V = 127 em, D = 76cm, F = 4/min
V= Ocm, D= !52 em, F=41min

Common factors

• 25th percentile female with a height of 160 em and weight of 57 kg (Eastman
Kodak 1986);
• semi-squat or stoop lifting posture;

•
•
•
•

box size of 40 x 34 x 14cm [LWH];
good couplings;
sagittal plane lifts only (no asymmetry);
lifting duration of 4 h.

To simplify the analyses. the following assumptions were made to correspond to the

Snook and Ciriello (1991) data:
• vertical displacement (D) was assumed to be 76cm (30 inches);
• box width (W) of 34cm was chosen to correspond to Snooks' box width of
34cm;
• lifting duration of 4h was chosen to correspond to Snook and Ciriello (1991);
• horizontal distance (H) was estimated from box width (W) and vertical lift
height (V) using the following equations:
H=20+ W/2
H = 25 + W/2

for V>75cm (30inches);
for V < 75 em (30 inches).

Basis for determining criterion-based weight limits
The University of Michigan 20 SSPP Program was used to determine biomechanically-based load weights that produce a disc compression of 350 kgs (3·4 kN) (i.e., the
biomechanical criterion).

The University of Michigan Energy Expenditure Prediction Program was used to
determine the physiologically-based load weights that produce energy expenditures
equivalent to those displayed in table 3 for a lifting duration of 2-8 h. For example,
where Vis below 75 em (tasks I, 2, and 4), 3·1 kcaVmin was used, where Vis above
75 em (task 3), 2·2 kcaVmin was used.
6
The 9-5 kcal/min baseline aerobic capacity value is equivalent to 90% of a 10-5 kcaVmin baseline aerobic
capacity for treadmill activity.
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The psychophysically-based load weights for Tasks 1-3 were taken from Snook
and Ciriello's (1991) female lifting database. The load weights are equivalent to the
values that are acceptable to 75% of the female population for a 34cm box width,
76 em vertical displacement, and a lifting frequency of 4 lifts/min. For task 4, the load
weight is taken from Ayoub eta/. (1978) (table 8, p. 77, adjusted for 75% female
acceptable).
D. Equations used to estimate energy expenditure from Garg (1976)
The following equations from Garg (1976) were used to estimate energy expenditure:
Stoop lift
E = O·OHJ9 BW + (0·0012 BW + 0·0052 L + 0·0028 Sx L)f

(I)

£=0·0109 BW+ (0·0019 BW+0-0081 L+0-0023 Sx L)f

(2)

E= 0·0109 BW + (0-0002 BW + 0·0103 L- 0-0017 Sx L)f

(3)

Squat lift
Arm lift
where:

E =energy expenditure (kcallmin)
BW =body weight (lbs)
L = weight of the load (lbs)
S =sex (female= 0, male= I)
f =frequency of lifting (lifts/min)
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